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Portland's
news and
arts weekly.

by
the
process?
Noooo problem. Forget voting.
Politics is about power.
Let Casco Bay Weekry show
you three surefire ways
to become a Political Honcho.
cover story: page 8
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Thursday, May 26, 1988
Volumn One, Number One
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(Hey kids, it's a collector's item.)
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We HAVE to move these cars!

..

The last ferry
'Xi
USM finds waterfront..,,.,;ib:,h.
More Dead tickets
ll\'
UPDATES
..
«:~:::.:.:.« ,~

..I

Lowering a bridge for the tnll
city is one thing. Raising :L:;.....
one for God is another. ;:~~I ;

:(:t~··~:·::':~;::\;

HOUSE
was home to the ferries of
Casco Bay for more than a
century. The daily routine
there had long ago settled
into a reassuring
sameness.
;

JUST IN!! )(
~.-;;:.;~=:-We're at YOUR

mercy! General Motors just shipped us a special allocation
of brand new Pontiacs and Oldsmobiles! There's never been this many
cars on our lot before and we HAVE to move these cars NOW! So what's
the best deal in town? You tell us and literally. drive the bargain home!
Save from $1700 to $3300 in factory rebates,option packages and dealer
incentives!Stop in today and check out the largest selection of Pontiacs
and Oldsmobiles under one roof at Maine's #1 Pontiac-Oldsmobile dealer!

And so it was that even
before Captai1l John
Pearso1l gave a blast on his
foghorn last Friday night,
those waiting on the old
wharf already were in line
to step aboard the Island
Holiday.
This was the Ci1lderella
rU1l to Peaks Island. The
next ferry would not leave
until morning. The next
ferry would not leave
Custom House Wharf.
With 70-some passengers
aboard, the deckhands

How

MANY DEAD T

CBWIMonte Paulsen

Custom House Wharf, 11:20 PM, Friday, June 20, 1988.

hauled up the gangplank.
After more than 125 years
of continous service, the
last ferry ever backed away
The "convoy" pulled into
from Custom House
Monument Square a little after
Wharf· 1 p.m.last Saturday, two worn,

Road trip
to Managua

A few more would-be
passengers came running
in from Commercial
Street, their wet feet
pou1ldi1lg hard onto the
weathered pla1lks of the
wharf·
The ferry eased back in.
The latecomers were
brought aboard. The
Island Holiday departed
late, but after a century of
service, what difference
would a few minutes
make?
The routine had ended.
Just like that.

?
ICKETS ON SALE.

Numbers don't add up

Pontiac

Oldsmobile

284-4555 Route One, Saco 774-4311

A strange aura is settling
around the upcoming Grateful
Dead concerts at Oxford Plains
Speedway even though the
concerts still are over a month
away.
According to an official
spokesman for the Dead, which
is unique among rock bands in
that it's directly involved in
ticket sales for its concerts,
35,000 tickets are on sale for
each show at the Oxford Plains
Speedway the first week of July.
And Mark Hildonen, a Massachusetts concert promoter,said
last week that he backed out of
a deal to promote concerts at
Oxford after Liberty asked him
to sell 40,000 tickets, for each
Grateful Dead show. (It's worth
noti~g, how~ver, that Hildonen
has flIed an elght-count, breachof-contract lawsuit against
Liberty and Oxford Plains
Speedway ASSOCiates, seeking

co;t:~!I;:

aninjunctiononticketsalesand
compensation in upwards of
$10 million.)
On the other hand, Speedway owner Michael Liberty'
consistently has maintained
that only 20,000 tickets will be
sold for each show. That is the
number Liberty gave to townspeople when the concerts first
were announced, and that
number is consistent with what
Liberty told a group of concerned Oxford area officials at
a meeting held May 12 in South
Paris.
"Liberty told us that he
expected a crowd of about
20,000," said State Police Lt.
Bradford Smith, troop commander in charge of the Oxford
area. He said that Liberty was
concerned about security and
had promised to hire 140 security guards. "Based on what he

dinged '78 Datsun pickups and
a slightly more robust Chevy
pickup. The reconditioned
Datsuns and their burden of
clothing, medical supplies,
tools and food were part of
Maine's contribw,.Jn >to an effort by Veterans1,.·or Peace, a
national organization based in
Falmouth, to help war-wracked
Central Americans better provide for themselves.
The trucks and the supplies
- all of which were donatedwill be left with non-governmental agencies in Central
America as away to hasten local
efforts to encourage land reform. "Up in Aroostook
County, we've pretty much
learned what you can do with a
dollar: you can make it go a
long way," said Randy Parent,
who is driving one of the
Datsuns to Austin, Texas,
where Veterans for Peace convoys from around the country
will meet and continue together
to Managua, Nicaragua .
"Equipment that's ?bsolete in
Aroostook County 15 made to
order for peasant land."
"The trucks, for example,
will free hundreds of hours of
labor," explained Bob Livesay,
the second of three dri vers who
departed Monument Square
(the third was Howard Hede,
also of Aroostook County, who
returned the Sil ver Star he
earned as an infantryman in
World War II to convey his
displeasure over U.S. policy in
Central America). The way
Livesay sees it, helping the
Central Americans help themselves eventually will free U.S.
money that's spent on foreign
policy for domestic programs.
"The strength of the U.S. is its
people," he said, "not its munitions factories."
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Yuppie attack: Mad Horse bites hand
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Welcome to Casco Bay W_kly,
Portland's independent newsweekly.
This is our first issue, and we're pretty
darned excited about it.
Our next issue will be on the streets
Thursday, June 9, 1988. We'll publish
every Thursday after that. Count on it!
Casco Bay Weekly is a paper for
people living in or concerned about the
cities and towns of thePortland area.
It is published by Mogul Media, Inc.
from posh corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street, Portland 04102.
Send us your event listings, your
angry letters and especially your
advertisements! We need to receive
all that kind of stuff by the end of the
Thursday prior to the issue in which
you it want to appear. Call 775 6601 . .
Casco Bay Weekly is available
free and always will be. But if you
would like to be mailed a copy each
week, that will set you back $36/year.
(Want to spend more? For the next
99 days only we're offering "lifetime"
subscriptions - good for your lifetime\
or the lifetime of Casco Bay Weekly,
whichever comes first - at the
incredible bargain rate of $99!)
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said," said Smith, "we didn't
see any problems."
Questions regarding this
discrepancy were referred to
Kevin McCarthy, an attorney
who frequently represents liberty, by a Liberty spokesperson
at The Liberty Group. Asked if
he could explain the discrepancy, McCarthy said, "I don't
know. We don't handle the
ticket sales. We don't know
what the Grateful Dead are
doing (in regard to tickets)."
McCarthy said the extent of
his knowledge regarding tickets "is what's available in the
grandstand. What Mike told me
is that there's about 20,000 seats
available there. I don't know if
the Grateful Dead are selling
more."
As for utilizing the infield
area, McCarthy said, "Mikesaid
that it's a possibility for overflow, but I don't know exactly
in what capacity. Mike said he
wanted to limit seating to the
grandstand because of security
issues."
Oxford Chief of Police Ron
Kugellsaid that ticket sales had
not been discussed in detail
with Liberty, but that he too
was expecting only a moderate
crowd.
Kugell observed that previous Greatful Dead shows in the
state had attracted crowds of
around 10,000. 'What makes
people think that you'll get an
astronomical number now?" he
asked
Previous Dead shows in
Maine were isolated indoor
~ ::;l.certs with less than 10,000
tickets on sale. The Oxford
Plains Speed way shows, on the
other hand, are outdoor performances scheduled for the Independence Day weekend and
are the final venue of a monthlong East-coast tour. Outdoor
New England shows by the
Dead all have sold out in recent
years, including a performance
at Sullivan Stadium in Foxboro
last July 4 that attracted more
than 100,000 fans, many of
whom camped there for the
weekend.
"Thirty-five thousand is a
big show," said Dennis McNally, a spokesperson for the
Grateful Dead. He said that
30,000 is about as large a crowd
as the band enjoys playing before because they find it difficult to "relate" to audiences
larger than that.
Liberty appears prepared
~or a large crowd. He has promISed to open an additional 15
acres ~or overflow parking and
campmg.
And if events aren't strange
enough, there's Mark "Mad
Man" Hildonen.
Liberty, whom McCarthy
says is preparing a response to
Hildonen's suit, filed a complaint of criminal threats naming Hildonen last April. In this
complaint, Liberty alleged that
Hildonen became enraged

during an April 5 phone call
when the two were unable to
agree on business tern1S. liberty stated that Hildonen said,
"This is war, mother-er,
you're a dead man. I'm going
to kill you ... I'm going to put a
bullet between your eyes."
Det. Lt. Cole of the Portland Police Department said
that an arrest warrant has been
issued as a result of this complaint, but that there were no
plans to extradite the suspect to
Maine at this time. "If this suspect came to Maine, the warrant could be enforced then,"
he said.
McCarthy, liberty'S attorney and friend, also filed a
complaint against Hildonen.
He said that Liberty continues
to keep armed guards at his
residence out of concern over
the promoter known as "Mad
Man" since his drag-racing
days.
Hildonen, who admitted
that he was pretty hot on the
phone, denied that he threatened liberty'S life. He says that
Liberty had promised him exclusive rights to promote concerts at the Speedway this year
after he promoted a concert
there on short notice last summer. He claims that the deal for
this summer's concerts went
sour over the ticket discrepancy
and over Liberty's insistience
on a six-figure cash advance.
McCarthy said that Hildonen had difficulty obtaining
credit while producing last
August's concert and that liberty was forced into backing
him. He said that Hildonen was
cornered one hour before that
show by a sherrif serving papers for a failure-to-pay lawsuit brought by another Portland weekly, Sweet Potato. These
events, he said, led Liberty to
request up-front money from
Hildonen.

Wealth of info

On the

waterfront
Recent surveys reveal that
most Portland residents
actually don't work at the waterfront (surprise, surprise).
And those that own businesses
there think tha t City Hall should
do nothing at all about environmental regulation (yawn).
These shocking revelations
are among the early findings of
a five-year study being conducted by the Pu blic Policy and
Management Program at the

Ralph Knight

Unfinished.
Ready to
Paint or
Stain.

maine banymf~Y/;;it~i;~/®
288 Fore Street, Portland

J

Hours: 9-5 Man-Sat Sunday Noon-4

University
of Southern
Maine.
Designed
to coincide
with r'================---=======~
the term of the 1987 waterfront
referendum, the study convened it's first annual public
forum earlier this month.
The study mailed anonymous surveys to 229 waterfront
business and / or property
owners about the health and
expectations oftheir businesses.
Sligh tI Y less than half responded.
Of those that did, most
indicated that their market had
grown within the last year and
that they were optimistic about
further growth both in thenearand long-term future. They
were eager for the state to provide funding for more berthing
space but were less interested
in submitting to environmental
regulation.
The study also contacted
269 residents of the Greater
Portlanq ai~a in a randomsample ieleI/hone survey.
Condo development was
given most often as the most
We're your local Authorized Kenwood Dealer. We
serious problem facing the
offer product knowledge and installation expertise
waterfront. Opinion was dito bring out all of the sound quality that a
vided as to whether marine or
kenwood system has to offer.
So if sound quality is important to you, don't go
recreational! character aspects
to just any dcaler. See a specialist. Us.
were the most valuable.
Only 11 % of these said they
go to the waterfront to work.
More than 70% go to eat, shop
and sightsee. A mere 4% had
never been there.
Quality Product; Expert Service

We're the best
people to install
your Kenwood
sound system.
Here's proof.

on Portland
The City of Portland employs more than 1000 people
and owns about 345 parcels of
land including 159 vacant lots
and 13 lucky cemeteries.
These figures are among the
wealth of inforn1ation found
with~n '1nside City Hall," just
published by former city employee and Peak's Island resident Kathy Caron.
The 72-page spiral-bound
book explains the organization
of City Hall, the ins-and-outs of
Portland's three budgets, lists
the responsibilities of the city's
dozen departments and pro:-ides a directory of city servIces.
The book provides names
and salaries throughout and
lists the home phone numbers
for City Council members.
(Hmmmm.)

A CONVERSATION WITH

Maine Pine
Yard
Chair

New digs

for Regan
You should see former
White House chief of staff
Donald Regan's new office.
Larger than his old White
House command post next to
the Oval Office, Regan's wallof-glass suite in Alexandria, Va.,
has a wide vista of the Potomac
river.
"Just take a look at that
panorama," Regan proudly
urges guests, who are already
gaping. "That's the State Department on the left. Our friends
over there are the Naval Weapons Lab ... Oh, look over your
left shoulder, there' s the
president's helicopter, on its
way to Quantico."
(SHNS)

AutoPlus·

752 Riverside Street, Portland, Maine (207) 797-2497

Opening soon New Location
Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine
---1

L...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ralph Knight watches over the Million Dollar Bridge.

J

foresight. The bridge was
built in the horse and buggy
days, so to speak, when the
I was called in to work here automobile was just coming
at the Million-Dollar Bridpe to into existence. Here we have a
four-lane bridge that was
fill in for one of the employoriginally built for trolley
ees who was going into the
hospital to have a pacemaker cars. It would be nice to see
some of that foresight given
put in.
. to the planning going on
today.
How long have you
been at this?
Did things get built better
back then?
I've been working on
bridges since 1972. I've
People took a lot more pride
worked underneath, on top
in
their jobs, and they wanted
of, and hanging on the sides
to
produce
a quality product.
of bridges throughout York
Maine
has
a
strong heritage,
and Cumberland Counties.
and
today
Mainers
are still
I've operated the Songo-locks
Bridge in Naples, the Martin- producing that same honest
point Bridge and the bridge in quality. Everything costs
Kennebunkport. It's a swing- more today. Is this new
type bridge, whereas the one bridge something that is so .
desperately needed that we
in Portland is a bascule
are willing to put out $80
bridge. This means that the
two leaves rise up and recede million to possibly $120
back into the road somewhat million for it? If we have a
bridge that is adequate at this
with counterbalances on
time and can get by for a few
them.
more years, why not put
some of this money into
What does the fact that the
repairing the existing bridge?
mUllon dollars that built
Why not use the rest of the
this bridge back in 1912
money some place where it is
can't even repair it today
really needed?
mean to you?

What brought you to take a
job like this?

Our forefathers who built
this bridge really had a lot of

This bridge is called the
MUllon-Dollar Bridge.
would you consider your
job a mUllon-dollar job?

I think that a man should be
looking at his job as a labor-

so.-.

ing unto God. Whatever we
do, we should do well, and to
the best of our ability under
God.
Whatever you do, do it with
all your heart, with all your
soul, with all your might, and
with every ounce of strength
you have to glorify God. My
paycheck might not say a
million dollars on it, but my
job is worth more than that
because of the many other
satisfactions that come from
this job.
I would like to encourage
people to think of their jobs
that way, to find something
where they can be happy.
Think of a housewife doing
many things over and over
and over, and how monotonous it can be washing the
dishes, and vacuuming the
floor, and by the time she
finishes it has to be done
again. That can be a very
repetitious job, but as she is
doing that unto God and unto
her family, it can be a blessing. It is a wonderful, wonderful privilege to be able to
do your work unto God.
almost sounds as if your
life and this bridge are one
in the same?

It

Yes. Jesus said, "If I be lifted
up, I will draw all men unto
myself." The teachings of

Jesus become a bridge for
men and women to come to
God. "No man cometh to
God except through Jesus."
Every day the Million-Dollar
Bridge gets 28,000 people into
Portland. The ships that pass
through the bridge carry
gasoline to fuel the cars that
go over the bridge, and carry
fuel to warm the houses
throughout the area. Drivers
who have to wait when the
bridge goes up should realize
it's a small price to pay to be
able to travel many miles.
If you could say anything to

the 28,000 drivers who zip
past you every day, what
would it be?

Take time to relax and
think about the priorities in
your life, and where you're
going. What kind of a world
are we going to leave for pur
children? Consider also,
"Where are you going to
spend eternity?"

Robert St• .John is doing

clerical wor!< at a law firm while
on summer break from USM. He
plans to attend a writing program
at Salt magazine in the fall.
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Why are these people stniling?
May 26,1988
Premier issue ..
The next issue of
Casco Bay Weekly
will be pub lished on
Th ursday, June 9,1988.
We will publish every
Thursday after that .

Gary Santaniello
publisher
Monte Paulsen
editor
Ann Sitomer
+Iistings
Bob BeHencourt
art director
Karen Douglass
Althea Kaye
Kelly Nelson
Robert St. John
writers
Chris Anderson
Kate Brown
display advertising
Tina Howard
classifieds
Michael P. Kraus
not-the-biz-mgr
and a cast of
thousands

Casco Bay Weekly
is the Po rtland
area's independent
newsweekly.
Our purpose is
to be an instrument
of community
understanding .

This page is a canvas
on which diverse opinions
take form . Our views are
here. We encourage
your letters and signed
"op-ed' columns.
Please be brief and
to the point. We
reserve the right to
edit submissions of
unreasonable legnth.
Include a phone number
at which we can verify
your letter.
Also, be sure to sign
submission clearly
so that we can print
your signature along
with your words. Send
your comments to:

Views
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Me 04102
This paper is
typeset using Apple
Macintosh computers .
Entire contents ©1988
by Mogul Med ia, Inc.
dba Casco Bay Weekly.
No portion may be
reproduced by any
me ans without written
permission of the
publisher.

Earth
planet
70° 16' W
latitude

43° 39' N
longitude
c.200' above
elevation
(Right next door to
the Reiche School
playground.)
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(From left to right) Advertising Manager Chris Anderson is smiling because for the first time in a week he
didn't get a parking ticket in the Old Port; Advertising rep Kate Brown is smiling because she fInally got her
umbrella repaired; Publisher Gary Santaniello is smiling because the Post Office accidentally forwarded all
bills to Katmandu; listings Editor Tina Howard is smiling because she's getting mail that isn't addressed to
"Occupant;" Editor Monte Paulsen is smiling because he thinks his deadline has been extended (notice the
emphasis on thinks); Art Director Bob Bettencourt is smiling (well, that's a smile for Bob) because his new
box of Crayolas came in; and llstings Editor Ann Sitomer (foreground) is smiling because she hasn't been
mistaken all week for the receptionist we don't have. Why are these people reaUy smiling? Probably because
they can sleep in on Monday.
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If you wantto understand
where we want to take Casco
Bay Weekly, you probably
should know what brought
it about.
My background is in daily
newspapers, as is Monte
Paulsen's. But the idea for
Casco Bay Weekly evolved
from our attachmen t to Portland. We like it here. We like
it for the big reasons (he~,
there's a lot to do in a livab e
space) and the little reasons
(you're never far from a grea t
Fcizza). We think that a free,
ocally-focused newsweekly
such as this as a great way to
combine our background in
journalism with the needs of
the community in which we
live,
But the 1Wemise behind
Casco BilY
eekly isn't a

desire to force our views and
interests on people; it's the
service we want to provide
for people. We also wan t ~ou
to consider Casco ay
Weekll an instrument
throug which you, too, can
contribute to Portland.
We're striving to create a
publication that serves in
equal measure complementary interests. For readers,
whether they be lifelong residen ts, newcomers or visitors,
we want Casco Bay Weekly
to be a means of getting theu
finger on the pulse of what's
hap~ening in this area each
wee . We want to inform,
engage and entertain. So that
we can provide this service
to the greatest range of
people, we'll be free. Always.

For advertisers, we want
Casco Bay Weekl to reach
the customers t hey most
want to reach_ Sure,
advertising's going to pay
our bills, but what we really
want is for business that
advertise through us to grow
and thrive as we intend to
grow and thrive,
For distributors, we want
Casco Bay Weekly to be a
hassle-free benefit to their
place of business. Our distributors are partners in our
service-driven abproach: we
produce Casco ay Weekly
as a service to our readers,
and our distributors provide
Casco Bay Weekly as a service to thelr customers.
You really can boil it
down to a simple premise: a

small bunch of peoble trhing
to helping a big unc of
Wople. We see Casco Bay
eekly not as something
that's imKersonally produced eac week but as an
extension of ourselves and a
reflection of what's happening around us. Our strength
is and always will be people
who make personal connections. But for us to improve,
we need your comments,
criticism, ideas, etc. So grab
us on the street, drop us a
line or give us a calL Heck,
you can even stop by.
And if it's not obvious
from some of the things
we've done in our first issue,
we also want to have some
fun along the way.
Oh, yeah. Thanks, AGS.
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POLITICAL PO""ER:

CONFUSED BY THE ;POLITICAL PROCESS? No PROBLEM.
FORGET ABOUT VOTING. POLITICS IS ABOUT POWER.

.

.'

TIP:
OK. Let's assume that you haven't been in a coma for
the past six months and that you've noticed somewhere
along the line that there's a national election underway.
Unfortunately, you've already missed the filing
deadlines to become a candidate for any of the really
neat jobs - but don't despair. There are still plenty of
ways you can grab yourself some political clout before
this year's horserace is over.
In the interest of community service (tip: you have to
say stuff like that if you're going into politics), we at
Casco Bay Weekly have prepared the following primer
for would-be politicos. In return we ask only that you
not forget us when you become a Big Cheese.

Bush will wear his Navy bomber jacket, but you should stick to your 3-piece power suit.
George will sit with his back to the Atlantic. You should sit with your back to the house.

THE REpUBLICAN MEmOD:

Start at The Top
If you're into expediency you should consider be-

coming a Republican.
. Un.like so~e of the other options we'll be discussing,
It'S qUlte fashIOnable to Start at The Top if you're a Republican. We suggest you learn to dress well and look
busy.
And if you're going to Start at the Top, you're in
luck. This is the weekend for you. You simply need to
get yourself invited out to George's place.
George Herbert Walker Bush is vice-president of the
ynited States of America. That makes him pretty darned
Important. He wants to be President, which is more important.
That's where you come in. See, he needs to have
people called "supporters" in order to become president. (It would have helped if you'd been around a few
months back during the New Hampshire primary. He
really needed supporters then.)
He already has nailed down enough supporters to
win his party's nomination. Republican party rules
award all of a state's convention delegates to the candidate who gets the most votes in that state's caucus or
primary. This winner-take-all system enabled Bush to
rope in the nomination early and get on with the business of running directly for the presidency, which is
why he'll be in southern Maine this week, which is your
big chance.
Bush has invited the nation's top governors, congresspeople and political Honchos (he also has invited
Jock McKernan) to his Kennebunkport summer home,
which is probably much nicer than their summer home,
which is probably much nicer than anybody's summer
home, and the Honchos take notice of this.
Hang out with these boys. On Monday, tag along to

r

watch Bush give a speech to a crowd of Real People in a
Quaint Little Town. These people like George because
he never has forgotten that he spent summers with them
as a boy. (His memory of this is much clearer than his
recollection of dealings with a certain Panamanian
dictator, but it would not be wise to remind him of this.)
As a bonus, it's Memorial Day, which gives him a perfectly good excuse to remind everyone that his airplane
was shot down during The Big War, which reminds
everyone that he is not a wimp. The Real People cheer
wildly for him, and you and the Honchos take notice of
this.
Try and go along for a spin in his speedboat, which
is even faster than the one on Miami Vice, which is used
to catch drug runners, whom he loudly detests. Take
notice of this, but speak loudly, 'cause this boat makes a
lot of noise.
Sooner or later you'll all sit down for a taJk on the
wide wooden deck near the end of the peninsula.
George will wear his Navy bomber jacket and sit with
his back to the ocean so that you can take notice of his
commanding presence beside the Altantic. You should
stick with your three-piece-and-stickpin power suit and
sit with your back to the house. It's less windy there.
Barbara Bush probably will be puttering around in
the garden on the other side of the house. Be sure to
wave and say "hi" to her, but don't be offended if she
just smiles at you and goes right on with her mulching.
She's not much into astrology or politics.
Finally, when George figures you've taken sufficient
notice of everything, he'll ask you to spend the next six
months of your life telling everyone you know and a
whole lot of people you don't about what a great guy he
is and what a great time you had out in Kennebunkport.
We advise that you eagerly agree to do this. Then, if
everything works out for George, you might get a cabinet job - or, if you're really lucky, he'll make you an ambassador to someplace warm.

THE DEMOCRATIC METHOD:

Change the Rules
If you're one of those people who likes to make up
the Rules as you go, you should consider becoming a
Democrat.
For these folks the Rules are completely different.
First off, you don't start at the top because you want to
seem like "one of the people." Also, it's not as important
that you dress well.
Portland PR man Rick Barton both dresses welland
knows the Rules, which is probably why he's chairman
of the state Democratic party. He opened their convention at the Cumberland County Civic Center a weekand-a-half ago by saying, ''The main question facing
Democrats is what can we do to make a difference in the
lives of other humans."
It's important to say stuff like that when you're a
Democrat, but always keep in mind that the Humans
that Democrats like to make the most differerence in the
lives of are Republicans. You'll have to learn the finer
points of Republican-Bashing if you're going to make it
as a Democrat.
Here too, you're in luck. Maine's own Senator
George Mitchell holds the Republican-Basher-of-theDecade award for Changing the Rules with Lt. Col.
Oliver North last summer on national television. You
can learn a lot from this guy. Should you decide to go
whole hog with the Democrats and run for Congress, it's
a good idea to stand on the convention platform with
guys like Mitchell and wave at the crowd while they
cheer for him. Would-be Democratic Congressman Ken
Hayes did this and it seemed to be a big hit. Since Mitchell holds the 'Basher award it's a good bet that plenty of
folks were cheering for him, but since there was no way
to tell who was cheering for whom, Hayes came off
MORE
looking pretty good.
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the process," Micoleau said.
They tried to fix things at last week's convention, but
the Fired-Up Types beat them on a procedural technicality, which is almost as much fun as Changing the Rules.
So as it stands now Paul Kirk and the Democratic
Honchos are pretty irked with Mic and the Boys. But it
would be too un-democratic, even for them, to toss out
Maine's entire team of 23 elected delegates, although
they would be within the Rules if they did so.
Chairman Rick Barton, who along with Micoleau is
one of Maine's four Democratic National Committee
members and SDs, was down in Atlanta last weekend to
see if there was any point in keeping his hotel reservations. ''I'm optimistic about the 23 delegates," he said on
Monday. "I'm less optimistic for the members of the
national committee."
Though they won't know for sure about their status
until the end of June when the DNC credentials comittee
meets, the SDs seem to be taking their lumps pretty well.
"It is clear that they (the Fired-Up Types) feel very
strongly that a party that wants to attract people ought
not to have any artificial barriers to voting," Micoleau
said. "If it is the will of the party to challenge the rules,
then I guess I'm rather stoic about it."

The one thing they have agreed on is a list of "Ten
Key Values." They agreed on these early on, before there
were too many of them to disagree. If you're going to be
a Green you'll have to learn to bring these up in conversation. They are The Right Words: ecological wisdom,
grassroots democracy, personal and social responsibility, non-violence, decentralization, community-based
economics, postpatriarchal values, respect for diverSity,
global responsibility and sustainability.
Got that?
''I don't know if the Greens are going to make it in
the US," admitted Ron Feintech, a Portland therapist
who is involved with the fledgling Casco Bay Greens.
"But it doesn't matter. What's essential is that Green
values work their way into the mainstream."
Those are The Right Words.
See, these people know that it's not so easy to throw
a revolution as it used to be.
So, in practice, they settle for being the prodding
consciousness behind the major party Honchos who are
perpetually looking for something, anything, intelligent
to say.
After all, all three of these groups want basically the
same thing: to make the world a better place. It's their
style of doing it that differs so much.
Monte Paulsen, who wrote this story, is the editor of Casco

THE GREEN PAR1Y:

Say The Right Words

TIP:

Stand on the convention platform with guys like Mitchell while people cheer for him.
No one will know who is cheering for whom, so you'll come off looking pretty good.

(The more observant among you may notice that this
is somewhat similar to the Republican method. Our
advice is that you never admit pubicly that this thought
occurred to you. Not saying what you are thinking is
another important political tip.)
Now if you're going to be a Democrat (with a capital
"D") you'll have to strive to be democratic (with a small
"d"). But while nothing is more un-democratic than
Rules that exclude people, it is also true that nothing is
more Democratic than arguing about such Rules.
We'd suggest that novice politicos bone up on The
Threshold Rule. This Rule seems to get changed each
time someone loses an election.
This whole thing starts with the way Democrats run
their primary. They think the winner-take-all system
used by the Republicans is not democratic enough. On
the other hand, if your parents were the only people
who vote~ for you, then you probably ·w~en't doing the
DemocratIc Party much good as a candidate and they'd
be ready to bounce you, big D or small.
So they came up with The Threshold Rule. The
"threshold" is the minimum amount of support that you
would need to stay a candidate in the race.
The threshold used to be 20% of the local delegates.
But then Gary Hart and Jesse Jackson lost to a guy
named Mondale (who lost to just about everybody) and
they decided that The Threshold Rule wasn't democratic
enough.
So the Democrats appointed a committee (that's another thing you'll have to learn about if you're going to
stay in politics) to Change the Rules. They were trying to
make the whole process more democratic, but at the
same time they were trying to make the final candidates
more electable than Mondale proved to be.
Charlie Micoleau is from Portland and he was on
that committee. He says that his committee, and other
guys like him who had their own committees, decided
to Change the Rules a bit. They decided to hold most of

the primaries between March and June so that they
wouldn't have to use up so much vacation time chasing
these guys around the country. They decided to reduce
the threshold to 15%, but to slip a few special delegates
onto the convention floor so as to make sure that things
work our right.
Guess who those special delegates turned out to be?
You got it: the same Democratic Honchos who were
Changing the Rules. The Press (which is what those of
you in politics call those of us who make you famous)
pro.mptly d~bbed these people "Super Delegates,"
WhICh dldn t sound all that democratic, and the term
remains a sore spot to this day. (Out of sincere consideration for your feelings, we no longer will use the
term.)
Meanwhile, back here in Maine, a bunch of folks
were ~ven. more annoyed about this whole thing than
CharlIe Mlcoleau and the SDs (we said nothing of initials).
Munjoy Hill resident Brenda Humphreys, who describes herself as the "mother" of the local Jesse Jackson
campaign, was among those who led the fight to abolish
The Thresh~ld Rule in Maine. She was a Jackson supporter back m 1984, but was unable to vote for a national
delegate because of The Threshold Rule.
She didn't just get mad. She Changed the Rules.
She became a state committeewoman. She learned to
count. And along with a bunch of other annoyed
Jackson supporters, she went to the state convention in
1986 and they did away with The Threshold Rule altogether.
Now this presented Mic and the Boys with a bit of a
problem. On one hand, they were ecstatic about having
all these Fired-Up Types joining their party. But on the
other hand, they had kind of promised the other SDs
that they would play by the Rules they wrote - that
meant Maine had to have a 15% threshold. 'We created
so many rules to ensure democracy that we've confused

Bay Weekly. He took up journalism only after his distant relative
Pat Paulsen declared that he would no longer seek the presidency ... and Monte realized that his chances of being made an
ambassador someplace warm were wearing thin.

If making your point is more important to you than
getting anything done, consider this final alternative.
There is a dress code - you have to look like an
unmade bed - and you'll have to learn to Say The Right
Words. But outside of that just about anything goes.
Why should an entry-level politico consider droppin out of mains
t:lal;~;,.,,, h~C.,.~,.................
mce tne New England Green Committees of
Corresponde~ce gathered last weekend along the shores
of M~rrymeeting Bay, we decided to check it out.
First word of the Greens filtered in back in 1983
when 27 hairy sorts ~ere elected to parliament in West
G~rmany. The fOllowmg year a gathering of like-minded
haIry sorts c~nvened in Minnesota and organized their
local groups mto loose confederations that they called
the Committees of Correspondence - the name of the
n~twork set up bX rebellious town meetings to exchange
views and coordInate the political action that led to the
American Revolution. That gives you an idea of what
these people are thinking of.
John Rensenbrink is one of the more visible Greens
around these parts. He says he was a Democrat until
they shortchanged his man Jackson in 1984. Like
Humphreys, he got mad.
Unlike Humphreys, he got out.
"I've been on that convention floor too many times"
he sa~~. "The platform planks sound great, but the
'
transItIon of those planks into policy is not on the minds
of the party leaders. It's a sideshow."
(The platform he refers to is sort of The Right Words
for the Democrats. It endorses all sorts of stuff that
they'll never get around to doing. The Fired-Up Types
added dozens of new planks to it this year.)
photos/Monte Paulsen
He says he does~'~ blame the party Honchos for this.
He says that the deClslOn-making process is weak beGreens talk along the banks of Merrymeeting Bay.
~ause that it doesn't educate and sway the participants,
It me~ely rewards the ones who can use the Rules most
effectIvely.
Which brings us to the main thing about the Greens:
they almost never decide anything, but the process in
which they go about not deciding is very important to
them.
They're into consensus. They think that outvoting
s~m~ne is rather heavy-handed, so they sit around in a
big Cl.rcle and haggle over every little thing until finally
the dissenters. can't take it anymore. Sometimes this can
take days, which may be why the regional committee
usually meets for an entire weekend.
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And while you're up
there look towards City
Hall Plaza, where the
Lesbian and Gay Pride
Parade will be starting out
at 3 pm. Better yet, come
down from the tower and
join them as they head to
USM. There will be a
parade band, floats, and
lots of people celebrating.

Plan your
next two weekends

spend time
wondering
what it
would be
like to
be a bug?

and the five days
in between
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It's all free and It's
always 10 days a week.

If you spend your
mornings drinking coffee
tk" ",' and staring at the walls,
S U'f~
USM's birdwalks might
tXt::;',,;>
be just what you need to
.. -:./:;:;::.,
get out. Wednesdays in
Ever wish you could
June at 6:30 am from
return to the days of
USM's Back Bay parking
speakeasies, the Portland
lot at the corner of the
Players are offering a taste Falmouth St. extension
of the roaring twenties
and Baxter Blvd.
with their production
"Chicago" Today see it for
$7. Matinee at 2:30 at the
Thaxter Theater, 420
Cottage Rd in S. Portland.
Directed by Joe Thomas
with musical direction by
Susan Ketch and
Freebie every Thursday
choreography by Nancy
at the Portland Museum
Salmon.
of Art. From the
National Museum of
Women in the Arts in
The smells under the
D.C. the PMA is
bigtop are unforgettable.
exhibiting 32 oils and 10
But in case your olfactory
watercolors by Beatrice
memories have dulled,
Whitney
Van Ness (1888
A day for reflection.
the Ringling Broa and
- 1981). A painter of the
Parades in South
Barnum & Bailey Circus
Boston School, the Maine
Portland,Westbrook,
seacoast was one of her
details ...
Windham,Falmout
week for a talk by
Yarmou th,Gor ham,
museum curator, Martha
The 15th Annual
Cumberland and
Severans
on the artist's
Lesbian & Gay
Portland. Memorial
long career.
Symposium is this
Service in Cape Elizabeth.
weekend at the USM
Portland parade begins at
Gorham campus. For
1:30 in Longfellow
info 780-4085. Swing
Square.
dance Saturday night at
Later in the day people
the USM Portland
will gather in Monument
Campus Center. Tickets
Square for an AIDS Vigil
are $3.
at 6:45. The vigil will be
Tonight Delux
followed by the
,,;.::::::.:
..','
Productions
present one
International AIDS
.•... :',:;.
.
::::;::::::
unusual scientist's search
Candlelight Memorial
service at the Chestnut St. for that emotional place
where an ant exists in
Church at 7:30.
"The Ant Show: An
Entomological Musical"
Summer is here. If it's
Performing Arts Center
still too chill to hit the
Shows at 8 pm tonight,
beach catch a glimpse of
the coast from the
Saturday and Sunday. $10
Portland Observatory on
in advance. $12 at the
Munjoy Hill which opens
door.
A long weekend?
for the season today from
Cheer up. "Four Lives:
1 - 5. Tickets are $2.50.
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with Casco aay Weekly's

an opinionated guide

If

the night to give it a try.
Find yourself in Ukraine
villages and Lower East
Side nightspots and all
you have to do is tune in.
Andy Statman and his
orchestra play Klezmer at
the Portland Performing
Arts Center. Show time is
8. Tickets at the box office
today from 12 to 4 pm
and from 6 pm to curtain.
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Urban Blight is back.
Get out the summer
clothes and get ready to
sweat, dancing to a mix of
rhythm & blues, ska and
soul. From New York, a
blast of funk at the Tree
Cafe. Cover $5.

Spring Cleaning. The
Maine Audubon Society
is sponsoring a clean-up
of the Fore River
Sanctuary from 9 am to
noon tOday. Spend the
morning helping out and
enjoying the woods and
wetlands. Bring boots and
work gloves. Trash bags
will be provided. Rand
Road off Brighton Ave.
in Portland For more
info, 781-2330.

Future Spiel bergs and
Truffauts gather today
for the 12th Annual
Maine Student Film and
Video Festival. The
program includes
screenings of videos by

Maine students under the
age of 19. Sponsored by
the Portland Museum of
Art and the Maine
Alliance of Media Arts,
the festivities begin at 1
pm at the PMA. For
more info, call 775-6148.

Celebrate

birthday of the
circus's Clown College.
Clowns, trapeze artists, tigers
and of course, elephants are
at the Civic Center this weekend.
Saturday's the last day to hold your noses,
but the little people never seem to mind.
Shows are Thursday at 1 :30 and 7 pm,
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Friday at 4 and 8 pm And Saturday at 12,4
and 8 pm.
Tickets are $10.50 & $8.50 and are
available at the box office
or by phone at 775.3458.
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Printed Music
Records and Cassettes
Musical Gifts

Everyone Deserves
Creature Comforts.

(207) 775-1304

(207) - 8 7 4 - 0 77 7

MENAGERIE
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EI Amor Brujo Carlos Saura's
operatic story of unrequited love
At the Movies, June 4 - 7: Sat 3;
Sun 3, 9; Monday and Tuesday
7,9.
Tired of television Check
Silver Screen each week for \':~ at
movies are playing where 3nd at
what time and you don' have to
pay 35 cents for it \i;lher.
Freebies and coming attractions
every week in • listings.
• recommends ... Its a tough
week. You think there are a lot of
sequels now, just wait until the
Fourth of July. I'd go see Paul
Hogan with his dreamy blue eyes
in Crocodile Dundee II, but I
wouldn 't give any of the other
sequels a thought. Did you ever
see the original Critters? Hope
and Glory is about war but war
as it is seen through the eyes of a
child. Imagine the thrill of arriving
at school one morning to find it
had been bombed the night
before. That's the best part of
and Glory - fantasies we
nr<,arrlBO of were a reality for
war . If it
I
ay
weekend you might consider a
double bill of Hope and Glory and
Louis Malle's memories of war
torn France, Au Revoir Les
Enfants - a bit pricey but think
of all you'll save on hot dogs.
Allegro Non TroppO Cartoons
for music lovers (PG) At the
Movies, May 28 - 31 : Sat 3; Sun
3, 7; Monday and Tuesday 7,
l .
8:30.
Au Revoir Les Infants OUIS
Malle's sketch of life during the
Nazi occupation of France (PG)
At the Nickelodeon: 1:30, 7, 9:50.
Beetlejulce Michael Keaton
plays the ghoul (PG) At the Maine
Mall Cinemas: 1,3:10, 5:15, 7.25,
M
9:40.
Casual Sex looki ng for
r.
Right in the eighties (R) At
Cinema City in Westbrook: 7 ,9
with
Saturday and Sund ay
matinees I , 3.
.
Colors Dennis Hopper's Cop Flick
(R) At the Nickelodeon : 1.2:55
6:25, 9:10 and at Cinema City In
Westbrook: 7, 9 with Saturday
and Sunday matinees I, 3.

Critters II Need we say m?re
(PGI3) Starts Friday at the M~lne
Mall Cinemas: 1:30, 3:25, 5 .20,
7:15, 9:10.
Crocodile Dundee II Paul
Hogan comes up from down under
again (PG) Starts Friday at the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 12:45, 3,
5:15, 7:30, 9:45.

Frlida,y the 13th, Part 7 Will
Jason ever die? (R) At the Maine
Mall Cinemas: 1:15,3:15, 5:15,
7:15,9:15.
Good Morning Vietnam
Robin Williams spins disks in
Hanoi (R) At the Nickelodeon :
1:40, 7:10, 9:30 and at Cinema
City in Westbrook: 7:15, 9:15 with
Satu
and Sunday matinees
role (R) At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15,
9:15.
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Hope and Glory A child's view
of WWII in Britain At the MOVies,
June 1 - 5: Wednesday - Friday
7,9; Sat 1, 7,9; Sunl,7.
Moonstruck Tales and woes of
Brooklyn Family (PG) At the
Nickelodeon: 1:20, 7:20, 10 and
at Cinema City in Westbrook:
7:15, 9:15 with Saturday and
Sunday matinees 1:15, 3:15.

RambO is back III (R) At the
Nickelodeon : 1:10, 6:45, 9:20;
and at Cinema City in Westbrook:
7:15, 9 :15, and Saturday,
Sunday mats 1:15 and 3:15.
School Daze
No Hollywood
Glitz here. Don't miss it (R) At
the Nickelodeon: 1:10, 6:45, 9:20.
Three Men and a Baby for
people who don'~ I!ke subtitles
(PG) At Cinema City m Westbrook
7:15, 9:15 with Saturday and
Sunday matinees 1:15, 3:15.
The Unbearable Lightness
of Being Kundera comes to the
screen (R) At the Nickelodeon :
12 :45 , 7:30, Fridays and
Saturdays, 12:45,6:15, 9:40
The Wan see Conference
documents the fatal meeting that
set in motion "th'e final solution of
the Jewish Question" in Nazi
Germany At the Movies, June 8 12: Wednesday - Friday 7, 8:45;
Sat I, 7; Sun I, 5.

Professor of Music, James W.
McCalla on June 3 at 2 pm in
Daggett lounge, Wentworth Hall
at Bowdoin College in Brunswick.
Free.

Willow Ron Howard and George
lucas at it again (PG) At the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 1 :30, 4, 7,
9:35.
Wish You Were Here Coming
to age in Britain (Ri At the Movies
May 25 - 29: Wednesday - Friday
7, 9; Sat I, 7, 9; Sun I, 8:30.
Free
Movies
at
USM .
Wednesday, June 1 Girl Crazy ;
June 8 Sweet Smell of
Success Movies shown in 10
Bailey Hall on the Gorham
Campus at 7 pm.
Coming Attraction of the
Week. Did you find Aft e r
Hours a bit twisted? Scorsese's
at it again with The Last
Temptation
of Christ
featuring the two actors best able
to pull it off, Harvey Keitel and
William Dafoe. • can't wail 'til
this arrives.
/

Student Recital of the School
of American Ballet Student
Recitals Friday, May 27 at 7 pm
and Saturday, May 28 at 2 pm
and 7 pm in Portland City Hall,
389 Congress St. Tickets $6 for
adults and $3 for children.Call
892-3892 for more information.

.\

Club
Listing. The most
informative in town are in
• listings.
At the Tree Cafe,45 Danforth
St in Portland. Thursday 5 /26.
Theater, music and dance
listings. Or anything else hapBig Barn Burnin~ & No Such
Animal - New MUSIC for $3; Friday •
pening on a stage for that
5/27 Urban Blight from NYC,
matter,each week in • listings.
You Can't Get There From
playing R&B, soul and funk dance the night away $5;
Here presented by the Mad
Horse Theatre at the Theater
Saturday , 5/28 The Rain Boston's Rock&Roll Rumb le
of Fantasy. 50 Danforth St in
Winners $4; Sunday, 5 /29 The
Portland.Through June 12, ThurSat at 8 pm, Sundays at 7 with
Sound Kings reggae, ska ,
rock & blues - everything but
matinees 9n June 5 & 12 at 2.
limpid tunes $2; Wednesday,. 6/1
Tickets are $8 for Thursday's and
Sunday's performances, $10 on
Fusion with In TranSition ;
Thursday, 6/2 ~ Figures.& Plant
Friday and Saturday.
l~e - more new music; Friday 6/3
Chicago, the Portland Players'
Sleepy LaBeef is back again
current production , is being
performed at the Thaxter Theater,
playing rockabilly; Saturday, 6!~
420 Cottage ..Ad in South
dance until you drop wrth Rockm
Portland . Through June 12,
Vibrations ; Wednesday, 6 /8
Friday and Saturday nights at 8
Portland's Phil Nagen IS back
from Boston with Brave River.
pm,$10 and a matinee at 2:30 on
Shows at the Tree start about
Sunday,$7. For more Information,
9:30 on every day except
call 779-7337.
The Ant Show: An EntomoSunday. 774-1441 .
logical Musical and oth~r
At the Marble Bar, 53 York St
stories performed by Portland s
in Portland. Wild Turkey playing
Delux Productions at the
classic Rock & Roll every
Performing Arts Center, 25A
Thursday and on every Sunday
Forest Ave. Shows are June 3 -s
The Mobb plays oldies. No Cover.
at 8 pm . Tickets are $10 In
Friday and Saturday , 5 /27-28
advance, $12 at the door. To
rock & roll with Kopperz; Friday
and Saturday, 6/3-4 Howlin'with
charge tickets, call 774-0465.
Little Shop of Horrors
Steve Howell & The
Wolves; Wednesday 6/8 The
Student production at Kresge
Return & 3/4 - check them out,
Auditorium, Visual Arts Center at
Bowdoin College on May 27 at 7
they're new. 773-5516.
At the
Dry Dock, 84
and 9:30 pm. Free.
Andy Statman Klezmer
Commercial St in Portland.
Orchestra . Statman blows a
Memorial Day Weekend The
klezmer clarinet on Thursday,
Jensons; Wednesdays Sixties
May 26 at 8 pm. Portland
Dance Party with Gary Black and
Performing Arts Center, 25A
the Whites;Friday and Saturday,
Forest Ave. Tickets $11. To
6/3-4
Motown with the Percharge tickets, call 774-0465.
suaders. 774-3550.
.
Debussy,
poulenc and
At Geno's, 13 Brown St m
Portland. Thursday,5/26 Angel's
Copeland . Works for piano
Rage; Friday 5/27 new wave from
performed by Matthew A.
Boston with Balboa Dance;
Iwaniwicz '86 and Asst.
Saturday, 5/28 R&B with Krown

Juels & 'HRS; Sunday, 5/29 The
Pack; Wednesday , 6/1 and every
Wednesday Mark Fathom &
Friends - R&B; Thursday, 6/2
Angel's Rage ; Friday, 6/3 Three
bands! Wild Hearts, Gary Black &
the Whites and Planet Smiles;
Saturday, 6/4 the Queers with the
Brood - all girls sixties band ;
Sunday, 6/5 TBA. 761-2506.
At Horsefeathers, 193 Middle
St in Portland . Something
quieter fills the room. Thursday.
5126 Julie Dougherty Duo; Friday
and Saturday, 5/ 27-27 Even
Steven ; Sundays at 4:30, Jazz
with Charlie Toor & the Bartlett
Blue Devils; In the even ing
Sunday, 5/29 Don Campbell ;
Tuesday, 5/31 Doug Clegg ;
Wednesday, 6/ 1 lex & Joe ;
Thursday, 6/2 Bob Thompson
Duo ; Friday and Saturday, 6/3-4
Travisphere ; Sunday, 6/5 Brad
Terry Quartet, clarinet and
whistling. 773-3501 .
At Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave in
Portland. On Thursday, 5/26.
Max Creek $7; Broken Men
record release party 5/27 - 28;
Every Sunday is reggae with Dani
Tribesmen $3; Wednesday. 6/1
blues with Anson and The
Rockets; Thurday, 6/2 Hoony and
the Red Hots;
Friday, 6/3
Tiger's Baku plays fusion;
Friday, 6/4 blues with John
Hammond; Wednesday. 6/8 The
Red light Revue - R&B. For
tickets. call 773-6886.
At Moose Alley, 46 Market St
in Portland.Thursday, 5126 B.B.
Buele and the Gargoyles; Friday
and SaturdaY,5/27 -28 Red light
Revue ; Sunday, 5/29 Improv
comedy from Boston with
Guilty Children and comedian
larry Sullivan; Friday and
Saturday, 6/2-4 from Boston,
60's tunes with the Whitewalls;
Sunday, 6/5 Comedy with Bob
Siebel, lonnie C.K. & Fred .
774-5246.
At Zootz. 31 Forest Ave in
Portland. Chem free on
Wednesday nights. 773-8187.
At Harmony Hall Yarmouth Rd
in Gray. Two Bass John plays
Saturday,6/4 . 50's sounds.
$12 a couple. 657-4300.
At the Barnhouse Tavern , At.
302 in N. Windham. Acoustic
music. Thursday. 5/26 Rambling
Dan Stevens; Friday and
Saturday ,5/27-28 Windjammer;
Sunday, 5/29 Danny Beal and
Earl Bigelow; Thursday, 6/2 Dab;
Friday and Saturday, 6/4-5
Danny Beal and Earl Bigelow;
Wednesday, 6/8 TBA. 892-2221 .
At LB'. Pub, Rt. 302 in
N. Windham . Thursday, 5/26
Doug & leah; Friday and
Saturday, 5/27-28 Rumors ;
Friday and SaturdaY,6/3-4 The
Mixx. 892-8923.
At Generation III in Valles,
Brighton Ave in Portland. Friday
and Saturday,5/27-28 William
Allen Show; Friday and Saturday,
6/3-4 High Tech. 774-4551
At The Roost in Buxton.
Friday, 5127 chem free night with
Dan Giroux; Saturday, 5/28 Don'
Walk & comedy from Boston .
642-2148.
At Tavern on the Hili in
Stand ish. Thursday through
Saturday 5/26-28 Nick of Time;
5/29
D.J. Greg Powers.
642-2148.

Art In Museums. galleries and
in some other places you may not
have looked. Find out where each
week in • listings.
At the Portland Museum of
Art through June 5, 10, a juried
exhibition of the Maine Crafts
Association featuring the work of
ten artists in a variety of
media.Through July 3, Images
of Maine: The Maine
Savings Bank Collection
which includes paintings ,
draWings, watercolors and prints
by Maine artists. A retrospective
of the paintings of Beatrice
Whitney Van Ness through
June 26 with a gallery talk by
Martha Stevens at 5 :15 on June
9 , and through May 29
watercolo rs by Win s low
Homer. Museum located at
Seven Congress Sq . Hours :
Tues - Sat 10 - 5, Sun 12 - 5 and
Thursdays until 9. Admission $3,
$2 students & Senior citizens, $1
children 6-16. Museum is free for
everyone on Thursdays from 5-9.
Gretchen Dow, photographs of
Nepal on the walls at Raffles,
555 Congress St. Portland
through May. On the Walls in
June, Jack Welch .
Elegant Simplicity Free form
glass sculpture by Neil Duman at
the Stein Glass Gallery, 20
Milk St, Portland through June
29. Hours: Tues. - Sat 11-5.
772-2072
A .electlon of acrylic and
gouasche paintings on canvas
and paper by Terry McKelvey
will be on display at the gallery at
the Thomas Memorial library, 6
Scott Dyer Rd in Cape Elizabeth
through June 18. Hours : Mon Sat, 9 - 5;
Tuesdays and
Thursdays until 9 pm. For more
information, call 799-1720.
Hand Painted Chairs & Wall
Pieces by liz Moberg through
May on the walls at C a f e
A I way s 47 Middle St in
Portland. 774-9399.
Portland School of Art's
Seniors' Show. More than 200
works of art by 49 graduating
seniors. Through May 28 at the
Baxter Gallery, 619 Congress SI.
Portland . Gallery open Thursday
until 7, Friday 10 - 5. Free.
If you've missed it at the
PSA, the Senior's Show is moving
to the walls at Alberta's, 27
Forest Ave in Portland.
Urban Details, paintings by
C.Michael lewis at Gallery 127
through the end of May. Opening
June 3 Monsters
and
Angels:
An
Isolated
Vision , paintings by Michael
Waterman. Gallery 127, 127
Middle St in Portland. 773-3317.
Ceramics by lucy Breslin, Mark
Johnson and Martha Winston at
The Nancy Margoli s Gallery
(formally Maple Hill Gallery) 367
Fore SI. in Portland. Hours: Mon Tues 10 - 6. Wed - Sat 10 - 9, Sun
12 - 5. For more info, call
775-3822.
Central America: Faces of
Innocence Photographs by
Joseph l. Kievitt, June 2 - 29 at
the Portland Public library.

Funny
looking
You've probably heard of Birkenstock footwear. Funny looking,
sure. but only if you put fashion ahead of incredible comfort.
Birkenstock footwear shapes to your
feet, like cool, soft sand. giving you
support and improving your
footprint in g
posture and circulation to let you
In sand .
walk healthier, more naturally.
And they last and last. Birkenstock.
Ma~e funny look~ng so you can
w$if!'"rr-, 1-.
smile more wearing them.
.,
..
Sandals, shoes and clogs for
women , men , and children.
Huge inventory.
Expert fitting .
Mail order nationwide.
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895 Forest Ave

lIemorlal Week
Celebration
Max Creek
May 20,$7
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BROl<EN
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Release Party
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May 27-28
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Dani Tribesmen
May 29,

$3

Atlantic Recording
Artists

~
337 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

with
their
'Walking On Ice" Band
May 30
Special 7 p.m . Show Tickets Just $6

207-773-6601

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

Tickets Available Now
For Jazz!
Tiger's Baku : June 3
For Blues!
John Hammond: June 4

Entertainment Hotline
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Huge savings
on our
entire selection
of genuine
handwoven
rugs.
Chinese,
Indian and
many others.

~

~CSlat1

J

Fine Oriental Rugs

799-2000

Millcreek Shopping Center, 50 Market Street So. Portland
OPEN Mon-Wed and Fri 9:30-5 Thurs. 9:30-8 Sat. 9:00-5
Oriental Rug Retailers of America Member

775-2494
And
Home Cookin'
That Puts
Mommas
To Shame

May 26, 1988

BITING
THE
HAND
THAT

FEEDS?

MadHorsePeople.

Black flies, beans, Volvos
and juggled potatoes. They're
all in Mad Horse Theatre's
season-ender, "You Can't Get
There From Here." This musical comedy revue romps
through Maine showing us its
peoples - from the succinct,
"ayuh" native to the fern-bar
yuppie - t):lrough a series of
loosely woven sketches and
songs. Beneath the laugh-induced tears, there are hard
looks at the people invading
Vacationland and buying up
Maine.
The play is written by Mad
Horse's Martin Jones ("Vanishing Point," "Snow Leopards").
Jones gets together with Peter
Gallway ("The Proof\'),JeffRice
("Devonsquare"), and Victoria
Stubbs, Mad Horse's musical
director, to create the show's
songs. Together this foursome
assembles, among other creations, the most consecutive
couplets ever using names of
New Jersey towns in "Summer
in New Jersey Blues," the opening song. (Stubbs plays the
keyboard during the show.
Keep an eye on her changing
headgear.)
David Perkins, associate
creative director at The New
England Group Advertising in
Portland, joins Mad Horse artistic director Michael Rafkin
as guest co-director for this
series of Maine "commercials."
Randy Judkins, a visual
comedian who grew up near
Rumford, is Uncle Wally, wearing the requisite plaid shirt and
Bean boots. He opens the play
by ambling on stage as if he's
looking for an electrical outlet.
Judkins engages the audience
and it seems as if he doesn't
even need a script for the part.
You start to miss him when
he's not on stage for a while.
Uncle Wally leads the way
through "the traveling diarama
of Maine wonders," introducing us to various characters
along the way played by the
Mad Horse Ensemble.
Lisa Stathoplos is most
memorable as the recurring
souvenir maven, wearing duck
boots, apron, pointy-rimmed
glasses and a leopard print scarf
around her head. She offers
such finds as a lobster claw
harmonica and nuclear power
plant night lites.
Donald Jellerson wins
heartsasUncleWally'snephew
Duane, who's "not too bright"
but sees Elvis in his dreams.
Terry Drew has perfected
the stereotypical Jersey girl, but
it's her singing voice that stays
with us after her beautiful ode
to Aroostook County at the end
of Act 2.

Walter Dunlap ranges from
the health fanatic swigging
Poland Spring Mineral Water
to the angry waterfront worker
snarling, "J'll get a chainsaw
from Sears/ And cut your boats
from my pier" during a working-class rap scene.
Cynthia Barnett runs the
gamut from a snooty summerer
from Marblehead to a displaced
Moody Beach walker to a
woman recounting her Maine
childhood memories into a jar·
of beach glass.
Deborah Hall ends up the
hea vy as toll taker Laureen, who
socks home the message that
out-of-staters are taking a toll
on Maine. Hall also sings the
words "nouveau riche" a lot in
one sketch.
The ensemble is perky and
they seem happy to be there
together. Stubbs at the keyboard was still laughing even
after having heard all the jokes
in rehearsal. Hardly a Maine
mannerism, personality, landmark, event, or politician goes
untouched.
All the action happens in
front of an archway adorned
with a hodgepodge of items that
have come to symbolize Maine:
Bean boot, lobster, Stephen
King paperback, B & M Baked
Beans can, moose, buoy, canoe,
etc. Not l}1any people looked at
it for very long - perhaps because it seemed so familiar but it served its purpose as a
brochure for our trip through
Maine.
If you have guests "from
away" coming between now
and June 15, take them to "You
Can't Get There From Here"
instead of taking them all over
Maine yourself. And even if
they don't understand the Biddeford and Michael Liberty
jokes, there is a 115-year-old
stuffed dog, a rocking-chair
chorus line and plenty of universa I New Jersey jokes to laugh
at.
Afterwards, everyone
turned to the person(s) they
came with and exclaimed,
almost in unison, "that was
fun ." (Some people were a little
disappointed that there was no
drawing for a six-pack of Moxie
during halftime as Uncle Wally
had promised.) Then they
walked out to the parking lot
where their Saabs, Volvos,
Mercedes, Mazdas and one
humble station wagon were
waiting.

Kelly Nelson admits that she
grew up in New Jersey. She's been
in Maine long enough to understand all the jokes except one.

Suzanne Stohlman black and
white photography opens May 30
at Fretz & Young, Four City
Center in Portland. 761-4550
Summer Selections, a group
show of up - and - coming artists
at USM's Area Gallery in
the Campus Center, Portland.
Opening reception Saturday,
June 4 from 5 to 8 pm . Exhibit
continues through July 30.
Hours: Mon - Fri, 8 am - 10 pm .
Free.
Sculpture Show at Hobe
Sound Gallery North, 1 Milk St in
Portland. 773-2755
Pottery by Melissa Green at The
Plains Gallery, 28 Exchange St in
Portland. Opening and Reception
for the artist Friday, May 27 from
5 - 7 PM. Exhibit through June 30.
For more info, call 774-7500.
Outdoor sculpture show
opens June 1 at the Institute for
Advanced Thinking, 22 Salmond
St in Belfast. Works of sculpture
by Maine artists will be on display
throughout the summer, paintings
bv Maine artists are on on display
in the gallery. Free.
Gretchen Lagner paintings at
Barridoff Gallery through May 31.
26 FreeSt in Portland. 772·5011 .
Congress St Gallery Steve
Kennedy , Portland cityscapes ;
Carton Plummer,watercolors and
Don Lente, oils through May 28.
Opening June I, Pat Franklin ,
oils ;
Rebecca
Goodale,
tapestries and Jill Hoy, oils.
Gallery located at 594 Congress
St in Portland. 774-3369
Afternoon
Gallery. 49
Dartmouth St in Portland
paintings by Warren Spaulding
through May, Hours: Wed and Fri
1-5, Thurs 5-8, Sat 1-4. 871-9235
Frost Gully Gallery group
show of Maine artists at 25 Forest
Ave in Portland. 773-2555.
Second
Story
Studio
paintings by Matthew Donahue ,
22 Nutter Rd in South Portland.
767-4689.
To Form a More Perfect
Union : Images of Nationalism at
the Maine Historical Society, 485
Congress St in Portland ·through
June 11. 774-1822.

Gallery Talks, deadlines for
submission for exhibitions and
shows, art classes and art shows
which are not On the Wall are
Off the Wall each week in
• listings.
12th Annual Maine Student
Film and Video Festival at
the Portland Museum of Art,
Seven Congress Sq . on
Saturday, June 4 at 1 PM .
Sponsored by the Maine Alliance
of Media Arts the program will
include screenings of videos
made by students under 19 and
an awards presentation.
Puppets from around the world .
19th and 20th century puppets
from Sicily , Turkey, Russ ia,
Tibet, Nepal, Spain and the U.S .
are on display through June 4 at
the Chocolate Church in Bath .
Gallery is open from 10 - 4
Tuesday - Saturday. For more
info, call 442-8455. Free.
The Magic of Masks Explore
the myths of Nalive Americans
while making paper-mache
masks. Classes for children and
adults. Classes for adults will
meet for six weeks on Tuesday
evenings from 7 - 9 starting June
7. Sliding scale fees $50 - $80 +
$5 malerials fee . For more
informalion and to register
contact Diana Delatch at
353-6323.
Women In the Arts , panel
discussion sponsored by the
Union of Maine Visual Artists on
May 26 at 7:30, 616 Congress St
in Portland. Panelists are Jane
Gilbert, Marie Galland, Dr. Nancy
Coyne, Nikki Millonizi and Carmen
Bruce . 761-0611 for more
informalion. Free

Eliot Porter is the subject of a
gallery talk May 27 at 3 pm and
June 4 at 2:30 pm in the Walker
Art Building al Bow dol n
College in Brunswick. The talk
is being given by curator John W.
Coffey and is in conjunction with
the Eliot Porter exhibit on the
walls through June 5.
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A Summer Gift to You From

Asian Art in the Bowdoin
Museum : Some Rediscovered
Treasures is the subject of a slide
presentation given by acting
director Clifton C. Olds in Beam
Classroom at the Visual Art
Center at Bowdoin College at
lOam Saturday, May 28.
Presentation will be followed by
gallery talk on Eliot Porter. See
above.
Summer Jurled Exhibition at
the Chocolate Church,804
Washington St in Bath. All media
except photography. Entries
due July 19,3 for $10, 2 for $8
and 1 for $5. Jurors 10 be
announced. For more info, call
442-8455.
Maine Photographic Workshops in Rockport June 1 through
early October. Take a day. Take
two weeks. Call 236-8581 for a
calalogue.
Portland School of Art
Summer Session is offering
a variety of courses from weaving
10 curriculum development for art
leachers. Classes start the week
of June 20th. Call for brochure
775-3052.

And You Pick It!

3 DAYS
ONLY
IN ALL
OUR STORES
Saturday, May 28
through
Monday, May 30

caw caw caw caw caw caw caw caw caw caw
n

SAVE AN ADDITIONAL ;

Lectures , seminars and
discussions to excersise your
mind. Tired of mindlessness.
Read. listings.
Lunch Special Mystery Writer,
Richard C. Smith will give a
lecture on mystery novels as a
medium for social comment on
Thurs. May 26 from 12:05 - 1:00
at the Portland Public Library, 5
Monument Square. For more info
call 773-4761. Free.
A Change In Style: Local
Architectu ral Ii istory . Patricia
Mcgraw Anderson speaks tonight
as part of the Yarmouth Historical
Society's Lecture series. May 26
at 7:30 in the Yarmouth H.S .
cafeteria. For more info 8466529. Free.
Nickolas Daniloff The World
Affairs Council is having a
reception for Nickolas Daniloff at
the Seamen's Club, 375 Fore St in
Portland . June 2 at 5:30 pm .
780-4551 for reservations . $10
Lunch Special Alliance
Francaise of Portland's "L'Heure
Francaise" will be on June 1
at 12 noon at the Portland Public
Library.
Mrs. Lawrence
Kocinkas will speak on New
Methodologies in Teaching
French as a Second
Languge. For more infor·
mation, 967-3413.
Infant Emotional Develop.
ment is the topic of a lecture by
Deborah Devine of USM's Human
Services Development Ins!.
Wednesday, June 8 at 6 PM
Room C, Campus Center,
Portland. $5 For more info 780 5455.
Lunch Special World Affairs
Council noon program at the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St
in Portland. June 8 at 12 noon,
Nikolai Popov presents a lecture
Current Trends In Public
Opinion
within
the
U.S.S.R.:
Ii.
Soviet
Perspective Free.
Rural Historic Districts: A
Harraseeket Case Study. Becky
Koulouros, Enviromental Studies
Dept. Bowdoin and Edward L.
Hawes, Professor of History,
Sangamon State Univ. speak at
the Yarmouth Historical Society
on June 9 in lhe Yarmouth H.S.
cafeteria at 7:30. For more info
846-6529.

n Any One I tern In Our Store
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Offer Good in Portland, Saturday,
May 28 ONLY ;

n

Offer Good In Freeport & No. Windham, ;
Saturday May 28,
Sunday, May 29, Monday 30

i
n

Offer Good;
With Coupon Only Discounts g
Taken At The Registers I:
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ALL STORES
OPEN TODAY
8:30AM TO 9PM
FREEPORT & NO. WINDHAM STORES
OPEN SUNDAY & MONDAY
10AMT06PM

PORTLAND 774-0972
278 Congress Street
Exit 7 off 1-295
MASTERCARD VISA Personal Checks

FREEPORT 865-6868
Exit 17 Off 1-95
1 Mi. North US Route 1
at the Big Indian

WINDHAM 892-5797
Route 302, North Windham
At The Windham Mall

Portland Store Closed Sunday, May 29, Monday, May 30
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Apple Users of Southern Maine.
Meetings for Macintosh users are
held on the first Thursday of each
month at 7 PM at USM in
Portland. Apple II users meet on
the third Thursday of each month
at 7:30 PM at Falmouth H.S.
Meetings are open to the public.
There is no charge for first time
visitors. If you go again it's only
$1 .
Reading the Campus:The
Iconography of Collegiate
Architecture is the title of a
symposium at Bowdoin College
on June 2. Call 725-3124 to
register.
As part of the
symposium there will be a
walking tour of the campus led by
Patricia McGraw Anderson,
author of the book The
Architecture of Bowdoin
College. The walk begins at the
Walker Art Building at 4:30 on
June 2 and it is free and open to
the public.
Pax Christi Institute will take
place June 27 - 30 at the
Diocesan Retreat Center at
SI. Hyacinth Church in Westbrook. Among the workshops
offered are Non - V I a Ie n t
Response to Personal
Assault, Prison Human
Rights: Cuba and Youth,
Peace and the Third World.
For registration information, call
767-4193.

I
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Casco Bay Weekly

-

Political meetings, rallies and
organizations looking for support.
See how to get involved in
• listings.
AIDS Vigil on Monday, May 30
in Monument Square at 6:45
followed by the International
AIDS Candlelight Memorial
Service at the Chestnut St
Church at 7:30. For more
imformation, 774-6877.
Casco Bay Greens meeting,
June 5, 7 pm at Coastal
Counseling, 535 Ocean Ave in
Portland. Everyone welcome.
End hunger by the year 2000. A
dream? Not if you get involved.
The Hand to Hand project
needs statewide volunteers to
collect 10,000 signatures to
support this committment and to
develop ways to seek out people
who might not be reached by
conventional signiture collecting
methods. Call Wanda Stahl at
767-5447 for more information.
Veterans for Peace meet at
7pm on the third Thurday of every
month at the Westbrook Warren
Congregational Church, 810 Main
St in Westbrook. Meetings are
open to the public.
Peace Vigil every Wednesday
at noon in Monument Square,
Portland.
Nuclear Waste Dump Draft
Siting Criteria, public hearing
at the Augusta Civic Center, June
2, 9:30 am. For more information,
call the Maine Nuclear
Referendum Committee at 7722958.
Agency on Aging Regional
Conference is being held at the
Holiday Inn by the Bay in Portland
on June 1 - 3. For information on
speakers and seminars call the
Area Agency on Aging at
775-6503.
Maine Animal Sanctuary is
looking for support in a project to
raise money to build a shetter for
stray animals. Meetings are held
at 66 Glenwood Ave in Portland
on the second Wednesday of
each month.
For more
information, call Edith Estes at
773-5054.
Pax Christi Institute will take
place June 27 - 30 at the
Diocesan Retreat Center at
SI. Hyacinth Church in Westbrook. Among the workshops
offered are Non-Violent
Response to Personal
Assault, Prison Human
Rights: Cuba and Youth,
Peace and the Third World.
For reg istration information, call
767-4193.

Everything for body and soul:
lectures and workshops on hea~h
related topics,yoga, meditation ,
Be good to
and exercise.
yourself and glance through
these each week in • listings.
For You Health series at Mercy
Hospital begins June 1. The topic
of the first program in the series
developed for older citizens
is Intestinal Fortitude.
Speaker Bette Currie will speak
about developing and using
intestinal fortitude. Wednesday,
June 1 at 2 pm in Mercy
Hosp~al's Medical Staff Memorial
Auditorium. For more information,
call 879-3486. Free.
Common Ear, Nose and
Throat
Problems
In
Children will be the topic of a
talk given by Dr. Julius Damion at
7 pm on Thursday May 26 as a
part of Mercy Hospital's
Parenting Series. Medical Staff
Memorial Auditorium, Mercy
Hospital. For more info, call 8793486. Free.
Fresh Start smoking cessation
classes will be offered at Mercy
Hospital beginning June 8.
Classes held from 7-8 pm on
Wednesday evenings for four
weeks. $20. Contact Mercy
Hospital's Patient Education Dept
at 879-3465 to register.

Show someone you care by

brightly colored bag Prices
vary with size and
manufacturer (Gund, North
American Bear, Dakin,
Charm, Heartline). Delivery
included. Also available:
delicious gourmet foods of
Maine can be added to the
package. Call for
information.
....

sending them a cuddly, SOft,
Creature Comfort. O. For
family, friends, or business
choose from our vast
collection of bears and other
animals, dressed for any
occasion. Each come with a
mylar balloon, message card
and packaged with care in a

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
EATING

SUBS

OUT
MORE

FRIED DINNERS

OFTEN?

Confessions
ofa
Restaurant Refugee

PASTA DINNERS
COLD DRINKS

874-0777

TAKE-OUT

MENAGERIE
E X PRE S S, LTD.

1---------

18 Glenwood Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103

~

Meditation for women every
Monday at 7pm at the Quaker
Meeting House on Forest Ave in
Portland. For more information
call the Feminist Spiritual
Community at 773-2294.
Psychic
Development
classes at the Portland Spiritual
Church,. 180 Sawyer St in S.
Portland. Every Friday night from
7:30 - 9. 926-4580 for more
information. Free.
Enerloy will be sponsoring
exercise classes throughout the
summer and throughout the city
for $4 per class . In Portland,
Public Safety Building, 109
Middle St at noon, in the evenings
at the Reiche school, Riverton
Community Center. Also in
Falmouth, Freeport, Scarborough, Gorham and Yarmouth.
Drop in anytime when your
energy's falling a little low. For
information about times and
locations, contact Enerjoy at
797-0484.
Lifeline summer sessions start
June 1. Aerobics, Walk/Jog and
Body Shop. Prices from $74 $150 depending on class and
duration of session. Price
includes a health screeningl
fitness evaluation. For more
information, call 780-4170.
Senior Lifeline sessions held
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 10:30 - 11 :15 at the
USM Gymnasium. Initial 10 week
program is $38, renewals are $19.
Ongoing registration. Contact
L~eline at 780-4170.
PWA Coalition of Maine meets
the first and third Monday of each
month at 1 pm at 25 Parris St in
Portland. For more info, call 7751259. On Tuesdays from 10:30
am to 12 noon at the AIDS
Project, 48 Deering St in
Portland, group meeting for all
PWA's PWArc's, caregivers, and
family members to share
thoughts and feelings relative to
AtDS. The meeting is conducted
by Jacob Watson, M.A., psychotherapist specializing in loss and
transition. Tuesdays from 7 to
8:30 pm at 29 Cushman St in
Portland, group meeting for
lovers, caregivers, friends and
family members only, conducted
by Brooke Alexander, an
Episcopal priest and pastoral
counselor. Call Brooke at 7721678 for more information. Friday
evenings from 6 to 7:30 pm at the
AIDS Project, support group for
PWA's and PWA rc's only. Call
767-6877 for more information.

The Place
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Vba, Mastercard or personal checks accepted.

BUY 1
GET 1
Buy one large
steak and cheese sandwich
get the second one
free with this coupon
limit one coupon
per customer

FREE
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The Photo Finish
Maine's only exclusive custom
black and white processing lab.

Specializing in:
,;: Copying old and faded photographs
~

Black and white processing and printing
Internegatives/ B&W prints from colored slides

10 Exchange St. . Rm. 207 - Portland . Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5 861
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White Rattan Rockers
From $99.99
3 styles to choose from.
Pads extra
Please bring
appropriate vehicle

welZ FM99
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APlaceTh Discover. .

334 Forest Avenue, Portland (Exit 68 off Interstate 295)
Phone: 773-3356
Plenty of free parking

Congratulations graduatesl
We think you deserve credit for all
that hard work. That's why we offer the
GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan
to help put you in new PONTIAC.
The plan gets you going on your
credit history. And it gets you$400
plus a 9O·day deferment of start of
payments. This deferral payment option
IS not available in connection with other
GMAC programs.
You've earned your turn at t he wheel. And
we want to help you get it. See us soon for a
great deal-and details about the GMAC
College Graduate Fina nce Plan. GMAC is an
Equal Credit Opportunity Company.
Finance (hugM accrue from the date ofputt:hase.

Get anew
and $400 and
defer your first
payment for
90 days

POI'<IIAC JEEP EAGI.£
Across from the Maine Mall

775-7766

I've been having an affair for
quite some time now.
I've abandoned my home.
I've been eating in restaurants.
People go to restaurants for
many reasons: to impress a new
beau; to celebrate birthdays; to
blow an unexpected raise; to
continue an argument on neutral ground; or, as my bachelor
brother says, because "l'veused
up all my dishes."
I, however, go to restaurants
because I'm tired.
No, not weary tired. Just tired
of cooking.
Tired of dropping the Christmas turkey as I'm taking it out
of the oven, tired of sliding a
beautifully done shrimp and
mushroom frittata into the sink
rather than onto a plate, tired of
smiling gamely through the fall
of what was intended to be a
light and luscious spinach
souffles.
Flipping blueberry pancakes
may look easy, but have you
ever tried doing so with sleepclogged eyes and legs held
immobile by a wailing, visiting, hungry four-year-old?
For years I'd been giving
dinner parites for family and
friends and busines associates.
And for years I've fussed and
sweated over the planjng, the
shopping, the chopping and the
cooking. With a stomachful of
quivering buterflies, I've blus-

tered though the making and
freezing of curry puffs and crab
canapes. And then, on the day,
forgot to serve one or the other.
And do you know how difficult if is to elgantly wield a
wooden spoon or spatula in a
saucepan while carrying on a
scintillation conversation with
well-meaning guests whose
idea of helping is to stand
around and get in the way? You
know the kind.
Finishing school may have
taught me how to set a lovely
table, but it didn't teach me how
to be charming while cleaning
up spilled grease. Nor how to
smile plesantly at starving
company as I'm scraping chestnut-and-sausage stuffing
splatered onto the cupboard
floors from the bird that slipped
off its platter! Any do you know
a delacate way to wipe off and
reshape a flattened bird while
the amused and horrified eyes
of your guests are on you? I
don't.
But I've been getting smarter.
I've been having my bashes in
the comfort and security of a
restaurant.
No more tension headaches.
I just pop over in all my finery
to that intimate downtown establishment.
This past Easter I was able,
for the first time in my life, to
greet my guests with a graCious

smile, knowing that the Orvieto had been nestling in cracked
ice while the Beaujolais, reclining elgantIy in its own wicker
basket, was breathing seductively.
At a suprise birthday party
for my very best friend, I wandered amongst my guests serenly secure in the knowledge
that my main course of sale en
papillote was perfectl y wra pped
and happily waiting to be presented in its parchment envelope. The birthday cake was
borne out, each candle perfectly
alit, by a gagle of singing waiters. Oh, how I remember the
times when half the candles
would die between kitchen and
dining table!
All joking aside however,
having an affair outside my
own home has not only saved
the wear. on my carpets (no
more ground-in buts and
spilled drinks to suprise me in
the morning) but also on my
nerves.
Now, when I'm asked what
my culinary skills are, I take a
leaf out of a friend's book. I
smile stunningly and say "Reservations."
Althea Kaye lives in South
Harpswell and dines most
frequently in Portland and
Toronto. Her epicurian adventures will grace this space each
week as EATS.
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PORTLAND

DOWNTOWN.
Back Bay Cafe.
Enterprise

Records .
Sonesta Hotel.
Terra Firma .

One City Center
Newsstand .
Canal Plaza
Cafeteria. Paul's
Food Store.
Village Green
Smoke Shop.
Portland Public
Library, Donna 's

Lillie Store.
Duffy's Pancake
Kitchen. Dyer's
Variety Store.
Raffle's Cafe
Bookstore. The
M agic M uffin;

Holiday Inn
By The Bay;
Joe's Smoke Shop;
OLD PORT:
Portland Regency.
Videoport.
Rose Cottage
Shop. Books Etc.
Green Mou ntain

Coffee Roasters.
Lovell's Exchange.
Old Port Grocery.
Casco Bay Lines
Ferry Te rm In al ,

A Bar of Soap.
Old Port General
Store. Brooks
Donu ts , Bazar,
10 Exchange SI.

Building . Fore St
Dell. Quick Stix.
The Country
Store; EAST END:
Ama to·s . Breggy's.
Quattru cci's

Superette. The
Whole Grocer.
Bruni's Marke t.
Renee's Vanety,

Liliana's
Laund ro m a t ,

Squeaky Clean
Lau ndro m a t,
Levinsky's,
Di Pietro's, The
Corner Sto re ;

WEST SI DE'

demonstration s , scheduale
events and staff areas during the
fair. Time comm ittment is one
evening a month until September
and three to five days during the
fair. If you are interested, contact
the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.

Convenience Store ,

Bookland. Portland
Dry Cleaning &
Laundry Center,

Pennywlse Market .
STEVENS AVE
Pompeo's Italian

Vi lla, Qual ity Shop.
TURNPIKE EXIT 8:
Days Inn , Howard

SOUTH
PORTLAND

BROADWAY.
Michael 's ,

Campbell's Market.
Amat o's, G reen
Gables Conven ie n ce Store, Lana ' s
B roadway M a r ket ,

MA IN ST:
Ouarterd eck
G rocer y, Cooki e's

Variety. Broderick's.
M a in S1. Varie ly,
Days In n , S ri 's
V a r i-a -t e ria,

Travelodge, Southsi d e C lean e rs,

Howard Johnson's
Motor Lodge:
OCEAN ST
Smaha's
M a rk et. N ano's

Variety, Bookland .
Norge Laund ry &
Cleaning Villa ge.
Sam DiPie tro's,

lighth ouse Del i.
Market Basket;
MAIN E MALL.
Fi rst Stop.
Coastline In n ,
Comfort Inn,

Hampton Inn.
South Portland
M otor Inn ,

Bookland,
W iley Ponti ac ;
CAPE
ELIZABETH

Rudy's of the Cape.
Cape Shore Variety.
Pond Cove IGA:
SCARBOROUGH

Black POint Market.
AI's Vari ety, Brooks
Bakery & Coffee
Shop. Elevation
Hero's Sandwich
Shop . May tag
Laundry:

Slow down and discover new
ways to move in • listings.
Casco Bay Mover. will offer a
summer session of jazz dance
classes beginning June 27. Nine
week session through August 29.
Classes are taught for beginning
through advanced students at
the Portland School of Ballet, 341
Cumberland Ave . For more
information, call 871-1013.
Portland School of Ballet's
Summer Session starts July 5.
Reg istration July 2 at the school
from 10 - 2. For a schedule of
classes call 772-9671.
T'al Chi Ch'uan is an ancient
Chinese exercise form deveolped
by Taoist Monks which consists
of gentle slow movements of the
total body imitating the natural
movements and patterns of
animals. Lifeline is offering two
ten-week sessions at the USM
Gymnasium, Thursdays from 7 8:30 pm starting June 9 and
Saturday mornings from 9 - 10:30
starting June 4. $45 Registration
deadline is May 27. Contact
Lifeline to register, 780-4170.
o Sensei said, "Aiki is the power
of harmony, of all being, all things
working together" Practice
Aikido
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays 6 :30 - 7 :30 pm,
Saturdays from 3 - 4 and 4:15 5:15 at the Gymnasium of the
Guild Hall of the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception , 307
Congress St in Portland. $40 per
month for as many or as few
classes as you choose.
Registration is ongoing. Contact
Lifeline at 780-4170 for more
information.

OLD ORCHARD
BEACH

Potvi n's Marke t
Four C·s. Uncle
Irving's, MacDona ld's Beach
Convenience

Store, Green
G ables Convenien ce

,

Washboard, Peter's
Handy Store.
Mellen St Market.
Momma

D·s. Pap's, Coe's
Corner Sto re,
Au n ti Leon i's,

Soap Bubble
Laundromat.
Brackett St
Variety, B uono's

Market . Corsetti 's.
Maine Medical
Center. Mercy
Hospital.
M alcon ian 's,

I
Ours is fine, thanks.
Casco Bay Weekly
distributes 15,000 c;:opies
at 200 locations,
some of which
are listed at right.
Our next issue will
circulate June 9, and
we'll be in your veins
every Thursday
after that.
Wrap your warm
hands around a
hot copy today.

Merdek·s. Pi ne St.
Variety. Good
Day Market ,
Wood fords
Cafe: Sonny's
Va riety, The

Don't arrive home
without it.

Vari ety;

WESTBROOK
M a r ia's Pizza &

SandWich Shop.
Coyne's Variety,
Heber t's Market,
Kat's Variety.
M ath ieu 's M a r ket ,
Mi c h ael's Dell,
Severino's Mar ket.

Shirl ey's Dell.
Shop 'n Talk. Art's
Variety S to re ,

RSVP Discount
B eve r age,

Pratt-Abbott
Laund romat.
Village Laundry,
Marty·s. Hlnesy·s.
F re n ch Town
Variety. Live ly's

Varie ty. The Store:
FALMOUTH
T h e Book R eview,

Page's Country
Store, McNally's ,

A n ania's Va ri ety,

Town La n d in g

Ramada Inn. Cltgo
Food Mart.
Pratt -Ab bott

O r y C leaners.

Laun dro m at ;

BRI GHTON AVE :
Corsetti 's,

OsteopathiC
Hospital. USM
Campu s Cente r,

Patches Variety,
Rosem o n t M ark e t,

Xtra Mart ,
Battambang ASian
Marke t Place.
FOREST AVE
RSVP Discount
Beverage, Aceto's
Variety, M o ra n 's

Markel, Papa's
Place. Green
Gables
Convenience
S to re. Ama to's ,
Pie r 1lmporls ,

Casco Bay Weekly

Store. Sa co Ave

Tree . Terrom 's ,

Vaughan St
Variety, Vl nny's
Variety; OUTER
CONGRESS:

The Place.
Raoul's,
WASH INGTON AVE
Amato's, Charlie's.
Edd,e's Vari ety.
Qua ttrucci 's Variety.

La Rosa's Market.
Green Gables

Maine Phillies host the Omaha
Royals at Th a Ball park in Old
Orchard Beach May 29 - 31.
Watch them wh ip th e Iowa Cubs
June 1,2 and the Pawt ucket Red
Sox on Jun e 6-7. All games at
7:05 pm. Tickats $2.50 - $5. 00.
Couldn1 get in the bleachers at
Fenway for th es e pri ces !
Charge them at 1-800-292-4441.

Johnson's Motor
Lodge. Holi day
Inn West

F a r ms, B eve r age
Rede mp tion Ce n te r,

i
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Market. Falmouth
YARMOUTH
Gillesp ie Fa r ms

Country Food Store.
Andy' s Handy Siore.
Burgess' Market.
Vi Ilage Variety.
Anthony's Dry
Clea ning & La undry.
G ill espie Farms
Bakery & Coffee

Shop .
and at these
SHOP 'N SAVE
s t ores :
Forest Ave . In

Portland. Cottage
Rd . & Phil brook
Ave In South

Portland . US Rt.

1

in Sca r boro u gh,

Main St. In
Westbrook and
Shoppers Village
In Yar mouth

H ave we
missed you?

Call 775-6601

Festival. and other blowouts
each week in the. listings.
Parade•. The Pride Committee is
sponsoring a parade and march
for gay rights on Saturday, May
28 at 3 pm from City Hall Plaza to
the USM campus.
Memorial Day Parades . In
Portland starting at Longfellow
Square a~ 1 :30 and finishing with
a ceremony at Monument Square.
Parades and memorials in
Westbrook, South Port land,
Cumberland, Cape Elizabeth,
Yarmouth,
Scarborough,
Freeport, Gorham and you will
find George Bush at the
ceremonies in Kennybunkport.
Designers' Showcase '88
sponsored by the Women's
Committee of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra at
Stoneridge , Route 77 in
Scarborough June 7 - 24. All
events free with the purchase of
a house tour ticket for $5 .
Hours: Tues - Sat 10 - 5,Thurs
Day
until 8. Opening
Serenade. by Portland
Symphony soloists Tuesday,
June 7. Lectures and workshops
offered
throughout
the
Showcase. On Wed, June 8 Total
Impressions is offering a
demonstration in Make -up &
Personal Style at 10:30. Quimbee
Silks of Westbrook is offering a
workshop in Silk Flower Arranging
at 1. For more info, call 767-4542.
Garage Sale, the Wor ld's
Largest at the Portland Civic
Center, Saturday June 4th .
Deering
Oaks
Family
Festival is in July , but the
deadline for the Star Searc h
solo vocal ists competition is
midnight on June 3. For more
information conta ct Lori Tatlock
at the Ch amber of Commerce at
772-2811 .

Get away from it all See
who's leaving town each week in
• listings. Hiking , camping and
boating, big excurs ions and
tales.
Sailboat Camping is the
subject of a talk by Paul
Farrington Thurday, May 26 at
7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco
SI. Conference Center, located
off RI. 1, one- half mile south of
the L.L.Bean Retail Store in
Freeport. Free.
Whitewater river raft trip.
all summer long on the Kennebec
For
and Penebscot Rivers.
details about trips call the New
England Whitewater Center at
775-2345 or try Unicorn
Expeditions in Brunswick at 7252255.
Lake Umbagog Canoe Trip
led by the Sierra Club on Sunday,
June 5. To register contact Joe
Rankin at 645-3677.
Casco Bay Bicycle Club
meets at 7 pm on the third
Tuesday of every month at the
Police Station on Middle SI. in
Portland. Next ride is on Sunday,
June 5 to Wolf Neck . For more
information about the club, call
Back Bay Bicycle at 773-6906.
Early morning air is free for the
taking every Wednesday morning
at 6 :30 am on the USM
Birdwalk. Walk starts in the
Back Bay parking lot on the
corner of the Falmouth St
Extension and Baxter Blvd ,
Portland. Every Wednesday in
June. For more information, call
780-4076. Free.
More birds to see with the
Maine Audubon Society every
Saturday morning at 7 am during
May and June, rain or shine. Call
781-2330 for meeting places and
further information. Free.
Scarborough Marsh The
Maine Audubon Society
is
looking for volunteers to work in
their store at Scarborough Marsh,
helping with sales, canoe rentals
and answering questions about
the marsh. Two to four hours per
week. Call the Center for
Voluntary
Action
at
874-1015 for more information.
Rite. of Pas.age : Kayaking
and canoeing on Penbscot Bay
for women with New Routes. June
3-5, $275. For more information
CXlntad New Routes at 729-7900.

Participation and spectator
sports are here each week in
• listings.
Abondonned all hope in '74
but if they haven't won yet the
Bruins play the Edmonton
Oilers on 5 /26 at 9 :05 in
Edmonton, 5 /28 at 7 :35 in
Bo ston and 5 /31 at 9:05 in
Edmonton. ESPN and NESN.
Celtic Pride Detroit's in Boston
5/26 at 8 pm. Boston travels to
Det ro it for Memorial Day
weekend, 5128 at 3:30 and 5/30
at 3. If necessary Detro it comes
back to Boston 6/1 at 8 pm and
Boston returns to Detroit 6 /3 at 9
pm. If push comes to shove the
Celtics win th e Ea st ern
Confere nce in Bosto n on 6/5.
Away games on cha nnel 5 t;
CBS showing game on Memorial
Day.
Great Kennebec River
Whatever Race in cele bration of
The Return of The Ke nnebec
River to The People. On Sunday,
July 3rd at 7AM at the Augusta
Public Landing. Lots of prizes.
Registration in fo availabl e at
Shop'n Save and Key Bank.

Fun places for kids to be:
festivals, shows , classes and
exhibits. Raad • listings for tha
kid in you.
Theater Arts Workshop for
ch ildren ages 8 - 12 is being
offered at the Theater of Fantasy,
50 Danforth SI. Portland . Six
sessions June 20-22 & 27-29
from 9-12 AM. $75. Taught be
John Saccone. For more info
call 761-2508 or 775-5957.
The Magic of Mask. Explore
the myths of native Americans
while making paper -mache
masks . Classes for children and
adu~s . For children, classes will
meet for four weeks on Thursday
evenings from 6:30 - 8:30 starting
June 9. $20. For more information
and to register contact Diana
Delatch at 353-6323.
Star
gazing for all ages
Wednesdays, Fridays and
Sundays at 7:30 at Southworth Planetarium, 96 Fal mouth SI. in Portland. $2.50 for
adults, $1.50 for children . Special
shows for groups can be
arranged. For info & raservations,
call 780-4249.
Puppets from around the world .
19th and 20th century puppets
from Sicily, Turkey, Russia,
Tibet, Nepal, Spain and the U.S.
are on display th rough June 4 at
the Chocolate Church in
Bath. Gallery is open from 10 - 4
Tuesday - Saturday. For more
info, call 442-8455. Frae.
Giant'. ' eye vj e~ f~em the.
Portland Observa\(1ry opening
Saturday, May 28 , 1 - 5 pm. The
Portland Observatory is
located al.138 Congress St on
Munjoy Hill.
Adu lts $2 .50 ,
children under 12, $1 . During
June the observatory will be open
Fri, Sat and Sun 1-5. For more
info, call 774-5561 .
The circus is in town for three
more days ! Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus at the
Civic Center in Portland through
May 28. Showtimes on 5/26 are at
1:30 and 7, 5/27 at 4 and 8 and
5/28 at 12, 4 and 8. Tickets are
$10.50 and $8.50. $1 off for
children under 12. T ickets are
available at the Civic Center Box
Office. To charge tickets call
775-3458.
Chalk Painting classes for
children ages 3 - 5 on Tuesdays
at 10 am and 1 pm at the
Children's Resource Center, 741
Stevens Ave in Portland. Bead
Making on Wednesdays at 10
am and 1 pm. $1 per class. Dropin on Thursdays for Accordlan
Picture. for ages 6 - 8 from 3 to
4:30. $1 per class. To register,
call the Children'S Resource
Center at 797-0525.
Movl •• for all ages, Saturday,
June 11 at 10 :30 am at the
Portland Public Library. Free.
Children's Story Hour 0 n
Monday, 5 /31 at lOam . Walker
Memorial Library, 800 Main St in
We.tbrook . For more info, call
854-2391 . Free.
Summer Film Program begins
Thursday,June 2 at the Falmouth
Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Rd in
Falmou th. Films are shown
weekly on Thursdays from 10 to
11 am . For mor e info , call
781-2351. Free.
Prescho ol
Story
Hour
continue s ye ar- round at the
Bax ter Memo rial Library in
G o rha m . Tu esda ys and
10:30 to
Wednesd ays fro m
11:30.
For more info , call
839-4635. Free.

A workout warning:

consider your heart
Before getting your heart set
on beginning an exercise program, first consider your heart.
If you don't, your exercise
program may do far more hann
than good.
The spring typically motivates people to begin exercising to shed the few extra
pounds gained during the
winter. What also motivates
them is a summer wardrobe
that suddenly feels like Spandex. A variety of activities will
exercise your heart, aid in
weight loss and improve your
overall fitness level, and the
most widespread are walking,
jogging, swimming, bicycling,
rowing and aerobic classes.
Which one is best for you depends on your physical condition (if you have bad knees, for
example, jogging probably is
out) and your preference in
physical activity.
According to the American
College of Sports Medicine
(ACSM), allapparently healthy
individuals under age 45 who
do not have any major coronary risk factors can usually
begin an exercise program
without the need for an exercise test or physician approval.
Major coronary risk factors
include a history of high blood
pressure (generally 140/90 or
above) or cigarette smoking, an
elevated cholesterol level, an
abnonnal resting electrocardiagram, a family history of heart
disease prior to age 50 and
diabetes mellitus.
However, all others, even
those with no risk factors,
should immediately seek their
doctor's advice if any unusual
signs orsymptons appear while
exercising. Signs can include
shortness of breath, light-headedness and heaviness or pain
in the chest, left arm or jaw. If,
for example, you're swimming
and suddenly your chest begins feeling like it's packed with
sandbags, consider that an
unusual sign.
Anyone 45 years or older or
anyone with at least one risk
factor should be exercise-tested
prior to beginning an excercise
program. Testing can be as
simple as a routine physical or
as complicated as a treadmill
test. Your family phyt:ician
usually can perfonn these tests.
Begin with a safe, gradual exerciseprogram. A safe program
is one perfonned at a pace allowing you to exercise within
your target heart rate range. It
is recommended you exercise

within the range of 65 to 85
percent of your maximum heart
rate, and you don' t need four
years of med school or a Ph.D.
in math to detennine yours.
A simple fonnula to estimate
your heart rate is: subtract your
age from 220. This is your
maximum heart rate. Multiply
this number by 0.65 or 0.85 (if
you are just beginning, you
should work at 65 percent of
your maximum heart rate and
gradually progress toward 85
percent as your level of fitness
improves). The result is your
target heart rate, measured in
heart beats per minute.
A simple way to tell if you' re
exercising at the right level is
the "talk test." You should be
exercising at a rate at which
you can talk comfortably (preferably, not to yourself). lf you
can't talk comfortably, you're
likely doing too much too soon.
You should take your pulse
before exerCising and then
every three minutes during
exercise. This sounds difficult,
but with a little practice, it will
beas easy as walking and chewing gum at the same time (if
this is a problem, also consult
your physician). Your pulse
should stay near the number
you calculated above, and you
should increase or decrease the
intensity of your exercise to stay
at that number.
It's best to exercise three to
four times a week for effective
physical conditioning of the
heart, ideally eVe _yother day
with a day of rebt in be ~el'
The duration of each f
session graduaily s~ Iv\.
)
increased from a begh ng
leveloflOminutestoar 'WI.ere
between 30 and 60 rniJ{utes as
your fitness level improves.
Anything over 60 minutes and
the benefits of conditiOning are
outweighed by the risk of orthopedic problems.
Be sure to stop exerciSing and
contact your physician if you
experience even slight symptons of cardiac distress or seek
medical advice if you have any
concerns regarding an exercise
test or supervised prog ram.
Sure, this sounds like an obvious warning - kind of a "Don' t
play with matches" for adultsbut a lot of people carelessly
d ismiss legitimate warning
Signs. You shouldn' t be one of
them.
Lisa Boyd, R.P.T., M .S., is the
owner of Bulkeley Place Physical
Therapy in New London, Conn.
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CBW PERSON to PERSON
classifieds are a cheap, safe,
confidential way to get in touch with
the kind of person you want to
meet. So be daring, be creative, be
simple, be honest. Be whatever you
want, but be a Person to Person
person and you won' be alone.

Can you solve The
Real Puzzle?
If so, there's a free
dinner at Albertas in
it for you.
Each of the
images at left represents a significant
moment in 20th century history, We'd
like you to number
them, in chronilogical order, from one
to 24.
In ambigous instances, we are, of
course, looking for
the event most speci fica II y associa ted
with the pictogram.
In the cases of Elvis
and the Beatles, for
example, their appearances on The Ed

4

,~

15.:.' 'M

JOBS, FOR RENT and RIDE Since our recording cannot answer Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right
BOARD c1assifieds of 30 words or questions (not yet, anyway), it helps if to categorize ads, and to refuse or edit
less are FREE.
you write out your ad before calling.
ads due to inappropriate content, etc.
WESTBROOK

WADDLERS

Daycare has 1 full-time opening for
2-5 yr old. Call 854-1087.

LlL'

RASCALS

DAYCARE

has 1 full-lime opening now, age
2 112-5, crealive activities, lots of
TLC. 5 openings in Sept. Sign up
now. Call anytime 797-9544.

THE YOGA CENTER offers
classes in yoga, prenatal, tai chi
chuan, and meditation. Summer
session begins June 27. Call 7994449.
CBW PERSON

Other c1assnieds are just $3 for the Your ad and payment must reach us
first 30 words and 15¢ for each addi- by 5 p.m.on Monday of the week you
lional word. (Any group of letters andl want your ad to appear. Payment for
or numbers surrounded by a space Hotline ads also must arrive by this
deadline. Ads must be accompanied
counts as a word.)
by your name and phone number for
There are three ways 10 get your ad in verification . No exceptions.
Casco Bay Weekly: (I ) drop it off or (2)
mail it to our offices at 187 Clark Street, Your ad will be run for as many weeks
Portland, ME 04102; or (3) call our as you pay for. Free classnieds may re24-Hour Classified Hotline at peat, but must be called in again for
772-6672.
each issue.

We capitalize and bold the first one or
two words only of each ad, and all that
follows will be in regular text. Write
your ad accordingly. No exceptions.
Classifieds will be sorted into these
categories: Animals, Biz Services,
Body & Soul, Cars, For Rent, Home
Services, Jobs, Notices, Person to
Person, Real Estate, Recreation, Ride
Board, Roommates, Stuff for Sale, Yard
IS THIS SEAT TAKEN? Not
Sales (... and more as needed).
yet. Wooden bar stool can be yours
for $5. Call Abi at 879-0511 .

.! ','

Send your best
guess to:

maker, beautiful sound, perfect for
student, hard case included $1200.
Call 879-8962 after 5 pm or leave
message.

classifieds are a cheap, safe,
confidential way to get in touch with
the kind of person you want to
meet. So be daring, be creative, be
simple, be honest. Be whatever you
want, but be a Person to Person
person and you won' be alone.

•• >

Sullivan Show.

CELLO Circa 1890, unknown

to PERSON

' ..

The Real Puzzle

caw

SKIS Fischer
Europa HC 210. Also boots, size
10. Best offer. Call Monte, 7756601.

187 Clark St
Portland
Maine 04102

RADON GAS mail order test kit

The fi rst correct
solution we receive
will earn a free
dinner at Albertas.
For the rest of
you, we'll print the
solution in our next
issue on June 9...
along with another
Real Puzzle!

X-COUNTRY

fAST-FOOD MAN
1:"": . ... .-

for soil or well water. $25 each, incl.
postage. Char-vial detector is 97%
accurate, best money can buy. Call
773-8004 or 800-338-2999 and ask
for Dana

.t!: .
:. t
~.

"

l~·,

i.~-:-.

.,.

SIDELINGER APARTMENTS

,,

Large 1-2 BR units located intown
and in the West End. Hdwd floors,
on-site laundry, many with heat and
hot water included. Quiet, secure
buildings, lease, security deposit,
no pets. $400-$500. Call 7721849. Ask for Jim.

" 1968 United Feature Syndicate.

.MARLy

ER.

FAEODIE'

NATURE WALKS UNLIMITED
is accepting reservations for adult
and children's group nature walks in
the Portland area. Call Cindy Krum
at 774-2441 for more information.

WESTBROOK I BR brand new,
heated, parking, yard, wash-dry ,
$450 per month. Call 773-9022.

SAIL LESSONS

Advanced ,
basic, and bareboat chartering
courses aboard 28'-35' cruising
boats. Call Casco Bay Sailing Cen ter at 774-9774.
R..

Morro: THE SONG

- - ·BoP-N

~s:

F.R~E"
CL~'j, COLLE(-

T,Ne, FAC.TS ABOUT
DOGS,

t-IAiVR~,

POET\2..'(, HULA

PRE-SCHOOL DirectorlTeacher.

, ,
,

.,

I ",

A Portland cooperative nursery
school is looking to fill a Sept. opening for DirlTchr for 20 3-5 yr olds.
This co-op has 20 committed
families who are interested in
working with a dedicated early
childhood person to continue this
high-quality pre-school. Send res ume to: Search Committee, 37
Wellington Rd, Portland, ME 04103.
Or call 797-9175 or 799-1332.

MOOSE CROSSING Restaurant has job opportunities: dining
room, lounge, kitchen. Will train.
Call Steve or Dirk after 2 pm at
781-4771 .

SAILMAKER Openings now for
experienced sailmakers. Pay commensurate w/ability. Full benefits.
Call Candace at 846-6400.

BE THE BOSS Dry cleaning
business, super location. Great
potential. Priced to sell. South
Portland. 799-5068 or 773-0325.
SUMMER DAY CAMP has
the following openings: Boating
Director, Camp Craft Director, Arts
and Crafts Director, Dramatics
Director, secretary. Call Center
Daycamp, 772-1959, 9-5 pm.
HYDRAULIC CRANE operator
wanted . Must be experienced .
Good pay and benefits. Call Charlie
at 772-2760.

XBEATEsr
((OMI'~IS\"lMENT:
MADE FRIENDS WITK
"BRowNIE" T!-IE

MEANEST 00" ON
TH E 61-0C.1< I BY
FHDINu HIM RAw
Hoi' 00&5 WHII-E
$INGIN& 'Ht':l JUDE"

S!!!
~:HEY,5HovE

oveR, WILl- YA?

Hoe,BIE.S: BI-OWING uP
PLASTIC. ARM,::! MH~
WITH DIRT SoMaS,
5\'<11)0 11>1(', MOf'/STEIl.S,
51'ITilN4 (ONTlSTS,

LIG".,.lP. FLVID
~Rf."'1E~T

AC.C.OMPI..ISI-1 ME NT:
JUMPED OFf POR(l"I
37 TIMES WITKOvT
STOPPI N (i - -Cov ~ 0

HAVE DONt MoP-E

Bur MoM MADE
\.\IM

STOP.

MOll'O: "'VEP-~ MI1,:\

- - IS IN M'j WA'l.

MonO '. M£il(v"~ VENUS
Ii ,,\1.,1'- M'" ,"S ,Jut ITE R

SAwr<!-J VA.A .... US Nfl'TVlJE
HOBBIES: TVMSLII'J(',
\ll.V10
!)ATON,SI N C.IN6,6fI NG I\Oe.IN:S: M~MO\l.I"IN'"
\1.IPLE~S~~E~I€VE IT ell- NOT,
A oIF.,.EO C.I~II-O,
IN5E'-"I"S OVTEfl SPA",
f'I!.A<,IIC.INC:o TO IH
E)(f'''~IM € "ITS G.... LOH,
DIE STAP. OV'HIE
6,llowINC:o MOI-t> ON
MA\l.\...'clS S\\Ow" oN
SItEAI) IN :rA~S .
TELEVISION.

SAILING

WOMEN A New
women's sailing club is now forming
in Portland. Call Casco Bay Sailing
Center at 774-9774.

(JR.~ "IS SI

GREATEST

AC.WM{lL.I:;~ME NT:

A((OM \'\..1<;1"1 ME IH S:

SANC":! 'CAMP TOWN
RACES" 100 TIMeS It-!
A Row ON A LONG
CAf/. ~I~ eVT KAD

CAv()\"\T 1(\ I3EES If'/

,0

HV .... i\-lE I-AST 7l oP.
HER. MoM 5AID SI-IE'O

ONE J"AIt AND C.~~WEt>
ON~ PIE'E 01' GUM Fo~
~I.EVrN OA'1S So FAR.,
Sill..L GooD.

GET IT,

WEEk.
ov,,"
VN1VE~SE

At Casco Bay Weekly we respect
your privacy and want to make sure
that others will as well. That's why
we provide our Person to Person
customers with a confidential
mailbox service. When we print your
ad we'll include a CBW mailbox
number to which responses can be
sent. All you have to do is pay us $3
per week for this service and tell us
whether you would like your mail
forwarded to you or held at our
office, where you may pick it up
between 9 am-5 pm Monday-Friday.
All correspondence will be treated
confidentially.
Customers not using our mailbox
service MUST provide their own
BOX NUMBER to which responses
can be sent. PHONE NUMBERS
AND STREET ADDRESSES WILL
NOT BE PRINTED.

CBW PERSON to PERSON
c1assifieds are a cheap, safe,
confidential way to get in touch with
the kind of person you want to
meet. So be daring, be creative, be
simple, be honest. Be whatever you
want, but be a Person to Person
person and you won' be alone.

War itlms: movies for Memorial Day

THE

PRINCIPAL
.....
...
..
~

Some of the best dramatic
films on war show the futility
and senselessness ofit all. They
seem the most appropriate of
.....11 all as Memorial Day approaches.
Here is a sampling:
"All Quite on the Western
Front" (1930, the full 140-minute, restored version on MCA
laser video disc) is a stunning
home video reconstruction of
the classic Lewis Milestone film
based on Erich Maria
Remarque's famous anti-war
novel. The story is about a
group of German recruits during World War I who, in the
course of the film, go from
youthful patriotism to utter
disillusionment.It is an experience not to be missed.
"The Red Bad of Courage"
was made in 1951 by John
Huston, and even though his
original concept was mutilated,
it is still a powerful piece of
cinema (MGMjUA, 70 minutes). Audie Murphy, an authentic war hero, stars in this
realistic and gritty adaption of
the famous Stephen Crane
novel on what it was like to
fight in the U.S. Civil War.
"Paths of Glory" was made
in 1957 by Stanley Kubrick
about World War I and the
French Army (CBS-Fox, 86
minutes). It is a scathing attack
on the insanity of war where
military officials have supreme
power over innocent men fighting in the trenches. It is one of
the strongest indictments oEwar

ever put on film. Kirk Douglas,
George Macready and a firstrate cast put life into every
Kubrick sentiment.
"Grand Illusion" (1957,
CBS-Fox, 111 minutes) is Jean
Renoir's classic look at war
focusing on French prisoners
during World War 1. This is a
heartfelt cry to end all wars. In
scene after scene, it effectively
shows the senselessness of war.
Three years after the film was
released, World War II was a
reality.
Few films showed the futility and madness of war better
than "Bridge on the River
Kwai" (1957, RCA-Columbia
Pictures, 161 minutes), David
Lean's epic war drama starring
William Holden, Alec Guiness,
Jack Hawkins and Sessue Hayakawa, It won seven Academy
Awards.
Few films showed the absurdity of war better than
M*A*S*H (1970, CBS-Fox, 115
minutes),RobertAltman'santiwar saga about the life and
times of Hawkeye (Donald
Sutherland) and Trapper John
(Elliott Gould) in a mobile army
surgical hospital unit.
Few films showed the
lunacy of war better than
Francis Ford Coppola's
"Apocalypse Now" (1979, Paramount tape and laser disc, 153
minutes). Special agent Martin
Sheen journeys up river into
Vietman to "terminate with
extreme prejudice" an errant
officer (Marlon Brando). It is a

mesmerizing, never-to-be-forgotten odyssey inspired by
Joseph Conrad's "Heart of
Darkness."
Few films showed theenormity of a war's aftermath better
than "Coming Home" (1978,
CBS-Fox, 127 minutes); Hal
Ashby's moving story of how
the Vietnam War affected those
returning and those who waited
for them. Jane Fonda was the
naive wife of career Marine
Bruce Oem, and Jon Voight her
former classmate who went to
Vietnam to do his duty and
returned a paraplegic.
If you want to see the war
up close in authentic detail,
there are literally millions of
feet of film documenting World
War II and Vietnam in various
Vietnam gets comprehensive coverage with several
superb anthologies: "Vietnam:
The Ten Thousand-Day War"
(13 volumes, Nelson, tape and
laser video disc including rare
footage never before seen); "Vietnam: A Television History
(seven volumes, Sony, the PBS
award-winning series from
1945 through the evacuation of
Saigon
in
1975);
and
"Television's Vietnam" (a rebuttal to this series featuring
actor Charlton Heston, available on Sony tapes).
Joe Saltzman, chairman of

broadcasting in the School of Journalism at the University of Southern California, writes on media and
music.
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Portland's
Largest Selection

\;(VIDEOPORTY
~QII"'q11a#-.9tP~
Open 7 day.

773-1999

Lower lobby 151 Middle 5t. Portland

.....
TERRA
FIRMA
Shocs and hoots by
Zodiac. Kenneth Cole
Chinese Laundry. Slang
and morc
SOciIS by E. C. Smilh
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